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JEEP SPEC IAL

P EOOO PPPPPPP EEEEEEEEE NNNNN IIIII NNNNN GGGGG SSSSS HHHHH OOOOO TTTTT
MOVE OVER MARILYN!
In 1954, at the time of the Korean WWWar, the glamorous film star Marilyn Monroe stepped from an
aircraft to embark on a tour of the UUUS Army bases to entertain the troops. Sixty-two years later, this
event was recreated at the 2016 Tannnkfest, hosted by the Tank Museum at Bovington in Dorset, when
the equally glamorous Miss Marina Mae entertained visitors with her tribute act to the star. We at
CMV were delighted when she accccepted our invitation to pose exclusively for us (as snapped by
regular contributor John Norris), jjjust as we know the late, great Marilyn herself would have done.
Check out our full Tankfest repooorrrt this issue on pages 56-63.
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A round-up of military-vehicle related news and ppproducts.
Send news items to ian.cushway@keypublishinnng.com

D e s p a t c h e s
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Good news for the Tank Museum. Following an announcement
by the new chairman of the Heritage Lottery Fund South
West, Stephen Boyce, funding has been secured to build new
workshops and train apprentices to restore and maintain historic
vehicles at Bovington.

The Tank Museum has secured initial support from the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) for a £2.1million grant to build a
16,000 square foot, seven-bay workshop and launch a training
scheme for young people. This will create more space to
maintain its fleet and equip young people with the vital skills to
work on them in the future.

Skilled apprentices are greatly sought after in the heritage
motor industry – which covers both tanks and classic cars. The
scheme aims to provide young people, including those with
no mechanical experience, with a spring board to future job
opportunities as well as addressing the skills shortage within
the industry.

At the same time, the museum will strengthen connections
with a growing online audience. Its partnership with Wargaming,
publishers and developers of the game ‘World of Tanks’
and sponsor of the museum’s annual Tankfest, has seen an
unprecedented number of young gamers turn a virtual interest
for tanks into a fascination for the real thing. This interest means
the sold out event has had 20,000 visitors and more than a
million online viewers have seen and shared content worldwide.

TANK MUSEUM
WINS FUNDINGT he romance of owning a wartime looking Jeep

is stronger than ever and this is reflected by
ever increasing values. But don’t let that put you
off because even with the market being so strong,
you are unlikely to lose money on one of these fun,
usable and highly desirable historic runabouts. The
caveat, of course, is that you buy wisely in the first
place and to help you do this we’ve compiled a
comprehensive guide on what to look for, how
much one might cost to put right and what you
should be paying. Crucial to this, of course, is
doing your homework, knowing the differences
between the different types and recognising a good
example when you see one. Failure to do this will
inevitably result in you paying way over the odds
for something that isn’t what it purports to be and
you’ll struggle to break even if you have to sell it.
We’ve also roped in the expertise of the key UK
Jeep specialists, as well as market guru Nigel Hay
from Milweb to help you make the right choices.
With this kind of expertise, you really shouldn’t go
far wrong…

For enthusiasts who feel the Jeep path is too well
trodden, we’ve also put together a list of five Jeep
alternatives, some of which will appeal to those on a
tighter budget. The choice is yours, but remember –
whatever you do, get out there and have some fun.

Ian Cushway
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CHAMPION BUY

Ex-military vehicles frequently come up
for sale at general classic car auctions
and if interest in the hall centres on the
usual MGB GTs, Moggies and Sprites
then you could easily get lucky with a
low-ish bid on an overlooked military
machine. An example in case is this
Austin Champ dating from 1952 which
sold at Brightwells, Herefordshire
(www.brightwells.com) for the hammer
price of £6600. It has had just one

civilian owner since it was demobbed
from duty with the Dorset Regiment in
1994 and the Leominster auction house
says that the 30,280 miles displayed on
the clock is almost certainly genuine.
Ten old MoTs on file show that it has
only covered 7,000 miles since 1997.
The vehicle belonged to avid collector
and according to Brightwells was in
good order throughout and was said
to run and drive well. It came suitably

accessorised with shovels, pickaxe,
jerry can, spotlamps, snorkel, tow ropes
and the Dorset insignia. It was also sold
with a full set of weather gear (hood
and sidescreens) which look to be in
good condition. Moreover, the vehicle
was sold with the option of buying up
a useful quantity of spares, including
a cylinder block, two cylinder heads,
gearbox and two differentials at a
negotiable extra fee.
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Imagine this turning up outside your
house one morning? It would be a case
of rubbing your eyes and slamming
your head back down on the pillow,
putting the whole thing down to a
lovely dream… Thanks to Nigel Hay for
the photo.

SPECIAL
DELIVERY
JEEPS!

CHAR LECLERC BY MP
ROBINSON, THIERRY
GUILLEMAIN
France’s main battle tank for the past
two decades, known variously as the
AMX Leclerc and the ‘XL’, a name given
to it mostly by servicemen of the Arme
Blindée Cavalerie, is commonly seen as
one of the most technically sophisticated
machines of the 20th century. And the
most expensive. Arriving at the end of
the Cold War, however, despite its design
innovation and technical prowess, it
never met with much success on the
world’s arms stage. It’s about time then
that a fitting tribute be made to this
battlefield leviathan and this book covers
its evolution, deployment and numerous
variants. As well as a rich selection of
archive images, there are scale drawings
to help modellers and even an armour
‘walkaround’ where the authors discuss
the tank’s key features. Published by
Kagero (ISBN: 978-83-64596-35-3) as
number 19 in its Photosniper series,

READ ALL ABOUT IT...

d

n

s

it’s available at £16.99 in paperback
format. Visit Casemate UK
(www.casematepublishing.co.uk)
for more details.





WRITE TO REPLY!
SAS LAND ROVER CONFUSION

IT IS THE REAL THING!

I write in response to your letter from Mr AKA
Spider which appeared in September’s ‘Write
to Reply’.

I was the owner of 10FG57 for 25 years,
getting it shortly after it was demobbed. It
is now owned by a well know Land Rover
collector. The registration is correct and I have
authenticated evidence to prove this, along
with the other 71 Pink Panthers.

Living in Hereford and having served in the
Oman and Sharjah with the TOS, and knowing
many names from the Regiment who used, and
helped to design, the Marshall’s Desert Patrol
Vehicles, I feel I am in a position to put the
facts straight.

The MK11 was not the first Pink Panther, it
was the MK 8 or 9 that were unit modified. I
don’t know how many were modified but it was
between six and eight. The Army/SAS required
standardisation so SAS/FVRDE put forward the
development of 72 MK11 (eleven) Truck, G/S, SAS,
¾-ton, 4x4, Rover 11 contract no A/CTS/W/7293/
AC12 (a) 1. Body SAS Desert Version.

So in 1968 Marshall’s of Cambridge started
producing 72 SAS Desert Patrol Vehicles (to
become known as Pink Panthers). The remark

I am writing in response to an email from Mr AKA Spider, published in issue 184 of Classic
Military Vehicle. You have printed a letter, alongside a photograph of my vehicle, saying that it
is a fake. It is a well-documented vehicle and its history and service is proven without doubt,
thanks mostly to the brave men who used it in Oman.

The term Pink Panther is a nickname given to this style of vehicle by their end users, it has
never been an official title. Rather like ‘Snatch’ and ‘Piglet’ are just affectionate nicknames
given by squaddies.

The first of the popular Pink Panther film series was released in 1963. The unit modified
Rover 9 were built for operations in Oman in December 1964. There is plenty of documented
evidence of these vehicles in Oman painted pink. It’s hardly surprising they earned the ‘Pink
Panther’ nickname.

The use of the ‘Pinkie’ and ‘Pink Panther’ nicknames continued right through the Marshall
production, later 110 DPV and even WMIK are still affectionately referred to as Pinkies by their
users, whatever their colour.

My vehicle, 10FG57, has the official designation Truck, General Service, SAS, ¾-Ton, 4x4,
Rover 11 (Desert Version). It is one of 72 Truck, General Service, SAS, ¾-Ton, 4x4, Rover 11
(Desert Version) specifically developed for the demands of long range desert operations,
ordered by the SAS and built by Marshall’s of Cambridge.

Of these 72, 35 are certified destroyed and 34 were either released through auction or
are with museums – the whereabouts of approximately 25 genuine vehicles are still known.
10FG57 entered service on 1 July 1969, it was cast from 22 SAS and sold at British Car
Auctions in Birmingham on 7 February 1986.
Sue Cummings, via email

about steering change and stronger chassis
does not give credit to the work FVRDG and
Marshall’s put into the development of such
a vehicle and a lot of the ideas went on to the
Series III Land Rover.

I think ‘Spider’ is getting the Sharjah
Landings confused with the Guards RECCE
Patrol Unit who were the back up to the
Regiment using a RECCE SWB Land Rover (in
BAOR this got the nickname Dougal). The colour
pink for camo goes back to pre WW1 - another
story in itself - and most vehicles in that area,
covered in dust, look pinkish anyway.

Military vehicles are delivered in Bronze
Green and are given their infra-red reflection
paint or colour at Depot. Yes, they arrived at
Hereford Bronze Green then all but four in the
UK (used for training) and five in Belize were
painted pink (as was everything around them,
including some of the hanger doors!). The paint
was a mixture of white and red lead (Okay in
those days). Later this colour was mixed by a
local paint shop (good old Sally – she got the
colour right every time).

So what did FVRDE and Marshall’s make if it
wasn’t designed for desert warfare? They made

what it said on the tin – a desert patrol vehicle.
The metal plate winged dagger was a short-

lived item, it was part of a KAPE thing and was
not displayed long.

In the next paragraph regarding the
Sultan’s Army (as he says) did not have SAS
vehicles they had their own (not all Land
Rovers). 10FG57 earnt its medals and not on a
beach or a day out at the seaside.

I can say no more but there were some
brave men who manned these vehicles and
a large number of personnel working in a
hostile situation were saved by a troop of Pink
Panthers doing what they were built for.

As for the 25 pounder I don’t know the full
story but I do know the man who fired it at
Merbat. There were no Pinkys at Merbat, they
were elsewhere. The only Land Rover to get to
Merbat was a SWB GS loaded with supplies –
read the Merbat story – very brave men.

10FG57 and many others were in the desert
and are still going strong due to the dedication
of a group of enthusiasts. And another point –
unless by the sea, vehicles don’t rust in the hot
dry climate of the desert, another inaccuracy.

At the end of the day we must remember
the brave personnel that used the vehicles we
now own.

Alan Bucknell, via email

CMV COMMENT

DIAMOND T
CORRECTION

In ‘Write to Reply’ September 2016 we included a reader’s letter which implied that the Land
Rover that appeared on our previous issue’s next month page (10FG57) was not a Pink Panther.
Having received correspondence from both the former and current owner, we confirm that it is
indeed one of the 72 Desert Patrol Vehicle type made by Marshall’s of Cambridge from 1968,
vehicles which later became known as Pink Panthers. Contrary to what the original author of
the letter stated, this vehicle was clearly meant for desert use. We apologise for any confusion
this may have caused and intend to publish a comprehensive feature on SAS Land Rovers to
further clarify the facts in a forthcoming issue.

In the piece on Diamond Ts in our August
issue we credited Jim Clark and Red Ball
Restorations for the full restoration of Adrian
Mason’s Diamond T. Red Ball restored the
cab and some forward panel work but the
bulk of the restoration, including all the
mechanical work, was undertaken by Adrian
himself with help from friends and family.

In ‘Write to Reply

10 CLASSIC MILITARY VEHICLE October 2016
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Originally the then German Bundeswehr
was interested in an air-portable vehicle
but abandoned the idea in 1978. However,
Porsche continued with the project and
produced some prototypes which led to
renewed interest in the design and in 1980
the Bundeswehr took a number of Wiesels
into service. Since that time the Wiesel
1 has been deployed operationally with
German forces and served successfully in
UN peace-keeping roles in locations such as
Bosnia and Croatia.

After several years in service this
lightweight but rugged design was
re-assessed by MaK and the design team
realised they could increase the operational
capabilities by extending the Wiesel 1’s
overall length by adding another set of
road wheels. This would increase its
payload capacity and improve its all-round
performance as a weapons platform without

compromising its capability of being airlifted
by fixed-wing aircraft such as the C-130
Hercules or C-160 Transall. It could also
continue to be lifted by helicopters such
as the CH-53 or Ch-47 Chinook. The new
development retained its predecessor’s
shape and incorporated many of the same
automotive components as the Wiesel 1.
It was only natural, therefore, that this
improved vehicle should be called Wiesel 2.

2 IS BETTER THAN 1
A Volkswagen 1.9-litre diesel engine rated
at 109hp is mounted at the front and
provides road speeds up to 70km/h with an
operational range of 200km. In its basic role
as an APC it can carry an infantry section
of six plus the driver. For self-defence it
is armed with a 7.62mm machine gun
mounted over the roof hatch and fired by
one of the infantrymen. A single, side-

opening rear door permits infantry to enter
and exit the vehicle.

The Wiesel 2 measures 3.769m in length,
214mm more than the Wiesel 1, width
remains the same at 1.82m, and it’s 1.562m
in height to the top of the hull. A circular
extension fitted with armoured vision blocks
serves as a cupola and allows firing posts
for missiles to be mounted. When fitted with
a 7.62mm machine gun, for example, the
weapon mounting adds another 605mm to
the height. Even so this does not preclude it
from being carried in the C-130 which can
transport three Wiesel 2s when deployed.
The CH-53 ‘Sea Stallion’ can carry two
vehicles and the CH-47 can also carry the
Wiesel but weapons fittings have to be
removed from certain versions in order to
meet height restrictions. All this, along with
its speed and range, makes the Wiesel 2 a
very useful vehicle for deployment with rapid
reaction units.

KEEPING THE PEACE
It is currently in service with the German
Army but interest has been shown by
other countries such as France which
has developed a specialised remote-
controlled version called SYRANO (Système

When the Wiesel 1 light tracked AFV was introduced into service with the then
Federal German Republic in the 1970s it attracted a great deal of attention
from other NATO countries who were interested in seeing what their ally had

developed. Built by MaK System GmbH of Kiel, the Wiesel 1 was a compact vehicle
design capable of being configured to a range of roles from communications to
serving as a weapons platform armed with a turret-mounted 20mm cannon. It could
even be armed with anti-tank missiles such as TOW and the French-built Mistral and
American Stinger anti-aircraft systems.

SMALL REALLY
IS BEAUTIFUL…
John Norris extols the many virtues of the versatile
go-anywhere Wiesel 2 air-transportable armoured vehicle
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Left: Wiesel 1 being carried by CH-57 showing ease of lift as underslung cargo.
Above: A pair of Wiesel 2s delploying from a CH-57 via the rear ramp.Above: A pair of Wiesel 2s delploying from a CH-57 via the rear ramp



Robotisè d’Acquisiton pour la Neutralisation
d’Objectifs) which is used to deal with
unknown objects in a combat zone. Since
the early 1990s both versions of Wiesel
have been deployed operationally as part
of UN peacekeeping forces including
UNOSOM II, IFOR, SFOR, KFOR, TFH and
ISAF in Afghanistan, where its capability
as a reconnaissance vehicle really came to
the fore.

The Wiesel 2 weighs 2.6 tonnes and with a
capacity to carry payloads up to 1000kg the
upper weight limit in combat is 3.6 tonnes.
Internal storage capacity is given as four
cubic metres which provides sufficient space
to carry ample reload missiles for either TOW
or Milan anti-tank systems or anti-aircraft

missiles in a version called ‘Ozelot’ mounting
missiles such as the French-developed
Mistral. Armour protection is adequate up to
small arms fire of 7.62mm calibre. Ground
clearance of 302mm allows it to cope with
approach gradients of 60%, side slopes of
30% and ford water obstacles up to 500mm
deep. Its wheelbase is sufficient to allow it
to cross ditches with a span of 1.5m.

The original Wiesel 1 had three pairs of
road wheels, with the drive sprocket at the
front, idler wheel at the rear and one return
roller. With the addition of an extra set of
road wheels an extra return roller was added
and the suspension was also improved.
Internal space for the six man infantry
section allows for only personal weapons to

be carried inside – extra items of kit such as
backpacks can be carried on the roof.

Wiesel 2 has already enjoyed a good
service life and clearly there are many more
years ahead of it. Its ability to be configured
to carry a comprehensive range of weaponry
continues to be exploited to the fullest and
a version mounting a 120mm calibre mortar
firing through an opening in the roof has
been developed. It has also been adapted
for ambulance roles, reconnaissance and
battlefield radar versions. Given all this
versatility the Wiesel 2 should be able to
serve as a platform for emerging modern
missile systems which will allow it to
remain a useful reconnaissance vehicle and
support vehicle.
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BBellow: WWWiiesell 22 on llefftt, cllosestt tto camera, comparedd tto
Wiesel 1, showing similarities.

Below: Wiesel 2 showing the compact design
as a weapon platform.

Left: Wiesel 1 with TOW anti-tank missile
launcher mounted deploying from CH-57.

Above: Line drawing showing the plan layout
of the Wiesel 2 and its components.
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AMX-13 In Lebanon. Multiple 
rusting and heavy weathering painting 
techniques for abandoned military 
vehicle models. Chapters include The 
AMX-13 in the IDF, Lebanon army dump 
yard,AMX-13 Abandoned in Lebanon, 
Lebanon army dump yard 2,AMX-13 
Rhapsody in SLA blue, Lebanese army 
live fire drill, Walkaround section. 
£25.99

Tankograd 9024.AT105 Saxon Wheeled 
Armoured Personnel Carrier of the British 
Army 1977 to Today The AT 105 Saxon 
is a wheeled armoured personnel carrier 
(APC) operated by infantry battalions 
and elements of supporting arms of the 
British Army from the mid-1980s right 
into the new millennium.This publication 
describes the complicated development 
history, the technology and all variants of 
the Saxon in great detail.Illustrated with 
126 colour photographs, 10 black&white 
photographs.£13.99

U.S Half Tracks Part Two.The development and 
deployment of the U.S. Armyís half-track based multiple 
gun motor carriages and gun motor carriages.Illustrated 
with 700 period photos and described in detail in the 
448 hard-bound pages of this volume are the myriad of 
half-track based mortar, howitzer and gun motor car-
riages ranging from the ubiquitous but uncelebrated M4 
Mortar Carrier to the obscure twin-40mm Bofors-armed 
T68 to the acclaimed M16 antiaircraft vehicle, which 
armed with four .50 caliber machine guns remained in 
the US arsenal until the late 1950s.£39.99

German Panzer 1.A Visual History of the 
German Armyís WWII Early Light Tank 
Clandestinely developed during the post 
WWI-era during which Germany was forbid-
den from developing, producing or owning 
armored combat vehicles, the Panzer I 
served as a proof of concept.168 hardbound 
pages, over 200 photos.As a special bonus, 
this title includes a 16-page-color walk 
around section featuring very rare examples 
of the Panzer IA, B and F. £22.99

AFV Photo Album Volume 2.STEEL CARNAGE 
In the second volume in our series we contin-
ue the journey through the Czech lands, were a 
tremendous number of vehicles were knocked 
out, blown-up or simply left behind by retreat-
ing German forces during the final momentous 
weeks of World War 2. Among them were also 
vast amounts of Red Army machines, knocked 
out in the many tank battles that raged along 
the retreat route.£27.99

Six-Ton Trucks From Prime Mover to Truck 
Tractor.From Prime Mover to Truck-Tractor 
One hundred twenty eight pages, soft 
cover, over 260 black & white and color 
images. Coverage of the Prime Mover, K-56 
Radar Van, Bridge Erector, Crane Carrier, 
Tanker, Fire Truck and the Truck Tractor in 
period photos. Also includes walk around 
photos of the Prime Mover, Bridge Erector 
and Crane Carrier.£23.99

Tiger Ausf. B Kˆnigstiger - TECHNICAL and OPERATIONAL 
HISTORY The enquiries from readers have at last 
resulted in the preparation of a new edition of Waldemar 
Trojcaës Kˆnigstiger book. The new book contains 720 
pages, approximately 850 photographs, approximately 
200 2D and 3D color drawings, 40 maps and 30 color 
organigrams. The technical section has been enriched with 
new photographic material from the production process 
and with technical drawings. The section on camouflage 
has been produced in color. The color drawings show 
all possible variants from the combat units.Additionally, 
all dangerous opponents of the Kˆnigstiger (Eastern and 
Western fronts) have been presented. £95.00

Land Rover Military One-Tonne.A fully 
illustrated history of the Land Rover 101 
One-Tonne - the forward-control military 
vehicle developed as a gun tractor for 
the British Army, in production from 
1975-1978. Including specification 
guides, production histories and 
original photography.Paperback,160 
pages,colour and Black/White 
photographs £16.99

Gun Trucks.A Visual History of the U.S. 
Armyís Vietnam-Era Wheeled Escort 
Platforms Born out of the need for convoy 
protection during the escalation of combat 
in 1967, the Vietnam-era gun trucks are 
some of the most interesting military 
vehicles fielded during the 20th century. 
Noted military truck historian David Doyle 
has created an extensive and vivid portrait 
of these unique trucks.Paperback,120 
pages,full colour £20.99

Rare Wheels: Volume 1: A Pictorial Journey 
of Lesser-Known Soft-Skins 1934-45.
The book will take the reader on a journey 
starting with pre-war preparations and 
then across the early campaigns in France 
and Poland, through Ukraine, Russia and 
North Africa.A variety of cars, trucks, 
buses and other soft-skins are presented.
Manufacturers such as Krupp, B¸ssing-Nag, 
Horch, Adler, Mercedes, BMW, Steyr, Opel, 
Henschel, ZiS, GAZ, Praga, Ford, Citroen and 
Matford are all represented £21.99

251 Half-Track.A Visual History of the 
German Armyís Sd.Kfz. 251 Armored Half-
tracks The very first in an exciting new 
series of value-priced hard cover horizon-
tal format books on German armor in the 
Second World War.This 168 page book is 
packed with large, clear images of Ger-
manyís well-known and most widely-used 
armored troop transport and weapons 
platform.Hardcover, 168 pages. Over 200 
black and white images.£26.99

Tanker Techniques Magazine.We now introduce 
to you our latest publication, ëTankerí, and we are 
sure that it will herald a new global benchmark for 
scale modelling magazines. This new approach 
and concept for our new quarterly magazine, 
focuses on amazingly realistic paint schemes 
and finishes, showing you how to accomplish 
them. We have the very best of modellers from 
around the world, showing you how to master not 
only the very latest techniques, but also the old 
standards too. £8.99

British Military Trucks of the Cold War.
Manufacturers, Types, Variants and Service 
of Trucks in the British Armed Forces 
1945-79.This book aims at illustrating 
this amazing story for the very first time 
in one comprehensive publication. 184 
pages ñ Illustrated throughout with 333 
black & white photographs and 55 colour 
photographs ñ English Text £34.99

Tankograd 3025.Operation BIG LIFT 
63 Cold War Airbridge from Texas to 
Germany.This publication shows the 
vehicles of Operation Big Lift of 1963 
in fantastic depth and comprehensively 
tells the story of one of the largest 
and most interesting NATO exercises 
ever held in Central Europe.Illustrated 
with 8 colour photographs, 109 b&w 
photographs and 5 graphics.£13.99

Tankograd In Detail : Fast Track 
17 Leopard 2A4M  Canadian Main 
Battle Tank - In action photographs 
and a detailed walkaround, English 
text. - Limited print-run 999 copies.
Paperback,40 pages,75 colour 
photographs.£10.99 

Tankograd 3026 M1 ABRAMS BREACHER The 
M1 Assault Breacher Vehicle (ABV) - Technology 
and Service.This publication explains the 
development history and technology of the M1 
Abrams Breacher in great detail. An extensive 
photographical walkaround allows to see all 
details of the assault breacher vehicle when 
compared to the main battle tank and shows the 
specialised engineer equipment.Illustrated with 
153 colour photographs,64 pages.£13.99

Panzer Wrecks 19 Yugoslavia.How 
did partisans improve the firepower 
of the Somua S35? And where did it 
end up?Why did a German Panzer unit 
pose as Allied tankers?The answers 
to these and other questions are to be 
found here in Panzerwrecks 19, with 
151 rare and unpublished large format 
photographs sourced from around the 
world. £16.99

Tankograd 9023.Conqueror.This 
publication describes the development 
history, the technology, variants and 
the only eight year long in-service life 
of the Conqueror heavy gun tank. Also 
covered is the Conqueror armoured 
recovery vehicle.Illustrated with 12 
colour photographs, 94 black&white 
photographs and 17 graphics,64 
pages.£13.99

Red 78 Saladin Mk.2 in Detail.Saladin 
Mk.2 in detail by Frantisek Koran, 
Kevin Brovne, Jan Mostrk.188 colour 
photos 60 pages, soft cover. Saladin 
in the Belgian royal army and military 
history museum and in British private 
collections Photo manual for modellers.
£17.99

British Military Land Rovers. This hugely 
comprehensive book looks at the story of the 
leaf-sprung Land Rovers used by all three 
of Britain's armed services ñ the Army, the 
Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force. It lists 
and describes the different types, setting them 
in their context both as products of the Rover 
(and later, Land Rover) companies and as 
military equipment designed to meet a par-
ticular need at a particular time. Hardback,208 
pages,over 350 illustrations. £35.00

Firing Now.This book explores the fascinating 
history of tank, anti-tank and self-propelled artillery 
ammunition used by the British and Americans in 
World War 2. As well as examining the major am-
munition types in detail, the work also explains, for 
the first time in a book of this type, how ammunition 
functions and is made to be accurate. The guns and 
weapons used to fire the ammunition are also cov-
ered, as is a comprehensive lexicon of terminology 
and an extensive list of references.£25.00

Tankograd 5059.UNIMOG U4000/U5000
The Unimog Series 437.4 - Development, 
Technology, Variants, Service.This publication 
tells the development history, technology and 
variants of the U4000/U5000 in modern German 
Army service. Among the variants covered are 
the U4000 box body types, U5000 Cargo, U5000 
UAV Recovery Vehicle and the U5000 Forest 
Firefighting Vehicle.Illustrated with 114 colour 
photographs and 10 graphics,64 pages £13.99

British Infantry Tanks in World War 
II. Paperback,98 Pages,250 Archive 
Photos,12 Colour profiles.Author Dick 
Taylor. £18.99

Green 46.SA-6 Gainful in Detail 
Launcher and Radar Vehicles Fully 
Uncovered.Paperback,120 pages,full 
Colour Walkaround 470 colour photo's. 
£22.99
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In this guide we’re focussing on the
original WW2 Jeep – the standardised Willys
MB, the Ford GPW, and also the licence-built
Hotchkiss M201. Pre-standardised Jeeps, in
the form of the Willys MA, the Ford GP, and
the Bantam BRC-40, or the early Hotchkiss
‘licence MB 6V’, are sufficiently rare to
create their own market.

The difficulty is in knowing where to begin
the search. If you are intent on owning a
genuine WW2 vehicle, then your choice is
between the Willys MB and the Ford GPW,
with little to choose between them. If you
are not hung up on the WW2 original, you
might also want to consider the Hotchkiss
M201, a licence-built version of the Willys
MB that was constructed in France during
the fifties and sixties, and which included
some useful updates making what many
consider to be a more usable machine.

ORIGINAL OR NOT?
The days of finding a Jeep fresh from
military service are long gone and, unless
it’s a genuine barn find that has remained
untouched since the Army disposed of it
decades ago, any vehicle offered for sale
these days will almost certainly have

passed through civilian hands. This means
that, inevitably, it will have been ‘restored’ to
some degree – an expression that conceals
a multitude of sins. At the very least it will
have had parts removed or replaced, either
because of wear and tear or as part of a
‘civilianisation’ process. As soon as this
process begins, the vehicle can no longer
be honestly described as ‘original’, and this
presents you with your first dilemma… are
you looking for a carefully restored vehicle
that will require very little further work –
what might be described as a ‘generic Jeep’
– or a project that will enable you to do
all of the work yourself? If the latter is the

case, don’t underestimate the cost of buying
all of the little bits and pieces that have
gone missing over the years. Alternatively,
if you are buying a restored vehicle be sure
that you are happy with it. Too many people
pay a high price for a vehicle that has had a
lot of work done... and then proceed to do it
all again!

However, unless you are an absolute
perfectionist, there will never be a problem
keeping a Jeep on the road. Almost every
part you are likely to need is available,
including replacement engines, gearboxes,
axles and body parts. Some parts can still
be found in the original mint in box WW2
packaging, others are modern pattern
parts. Ford parts will fit Willys Jeeps, and
vice-versa; and unless you are looking
at French-made electrical components,
Hotchkiss parts will also fit both Willys and
Ford Jeeps and vice-versa.

So, you think you’d like to buy a Jeep. Good choice… a Jeep is a genuine motoring
icon, fun to drive, easily maintained, well supported by dealers, and small enough
for any lock-up. Although, with prices for the very best examples regularly

exceeding £20,000, you’ll need relatively deep pockets. However, looking on the bright
side, Jeep prices will almost certainly continue to rise for as long as demand outstrips
supply. And, of course, they aren’t making any more of them.

BUYING A JEEP
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JEEP SPEC IAL

Pat Ware takes a look at the pleasures and potential pitfalls
involved in buying a Jeep



Let’s just deal with that name first. There
are many fanciful stories explaining the
origins of the word ‘Jeep’. Unfortunately, the
only true story remains lost in the mists of
time. So, that aside, let’s take a look at what
makes the military Jeep so popular.

MODEL DIFFERENCES
There are those who are avid enthusiasts of
the Ford GPW but, in truth, the differences
between this and the Willys MB are
minimal. Aside from the radiator cross-
member (tubular on the MB, inverted ‘U’
shape on the GPW), any differences are
generally confined to changes made to
simplify production. Yes, when they left the
factory, Ford GPWs were held together with
large numbers of bolts that were marked
with an ‘F’ script… and components such
as the blackout-light support, the water
pump, and the handbrake handle were
similarly marked. The presence of these
marks makes no practical difference to the
vehicle, but, if you are the sort of person
that cares deeply about such things – and
remember the Army didn’t – then you must
be prepared to devote your life to a search
for the ‘correct’ ‘F’ marked components.
Good luck with that!

The Hotchkiss M201 most closely
resembles the Willys MB, although, with its
24V radio-screened electrical system, the
two are easy to tell apart. The M201 has
the same tubular cross-member under the

radiator as the MB, but the chassis has
additional reinforcements in the channels
between the radiator cross-member and
the bumper. Other differences include the
shape of the body reinforcing channels
ahead of the door cut-outs, the use of
one-piece wheels shod with radial tyres,
metric instruments, electric windscreen
wipers, a dash-mounted starter button, and
windscreen rests fitted to the windscreen
itself rather than the engine cover.

Problems arise with M201s that have
been ‘Americanised’. It is relatively easy
to replace all of the French parts with
US originals, creating a hybrid Jeep that
is neither one thing nor the other. But,
remember, it will never be an ‘original’
US-built Jeep no matter what you do to
it, and it will be surprisingly difficult, and
expensive, to get it back to how it was
built since many of the exclusively-French
components are actually harder to find
than the US equivalents.

ENGINE
All three Jeeps are fitted with what is
essentially the same engine – the Willys
‘Go-Devil’ Type 441 or 442, a side-valve
(flat head) four-cylinder unit producing
65bhp from 2199cc.

There are no particular weaknesses in
the engine, but look under the distributor-
drive housing on Ford-built units where
frost damage can cause a crack to develop.
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Right: US Navy Jeeps
were painted in flat grey
although under-surfaces
often showed traces of the
original green.

Below: British-marked Jeep showing how the front blackout lights can be converted into flashing
indicators. Note also accessories such as the windscreen cover and large wooden stowage box.



The engine should start readily and idle
quietly, sometimes exhibiting a slight
‘chuffing’ sound, and a Jeep should be
lively to drive, with excellent low-down
torque. A worn engine will be down on
power and will probably exhibit low oil

pressure and a smoky exhaust. There is no
timing chain tensioner and a worn chain
may make its presence felt by rattling
when idling. It is worth noting that the later
version of the engine (Type 442) fitted to the
very last wartime Jeeps and to the M201

has no chain for the valve gear, instead
using a gear train, and is noticeably quieter.

The wartime Jeeps were fitted with a
Carter carburettor, while the M201 has
a French-built Solex; but the two are
interchangeable.
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The distinctive two-piece combat wheel
was fitted to all Willys MB Jeeps after serial
number MB120700 and all Ford GPWs. FFordd-bbuiillt engiines were oriigiinalllly paiintedd a semii-glloss grey.

The distinctive two piece combat wheel



TRANSMISSION AND DRIVE-LINE
Power from the engine is transmitted to
the wheels via a three-speed gearbox
and two-speed transfer case. The
gearbox lacks synchromesh on first gear
and, when the vehicle is stationary, will
sometimes need to be put into second
before first can be engaged. On the move,
a worn gearbox
may baulk at
the upward
change from
first to second,
and may jump out of second gear on
the overrun. Check that the front-drive
selector operates correctly; long-term
neglect can cause the levers to seize.

Wear in the clutch should be apparent
through slippage or excessive pedal

travel. Check also for excessive wear in
the propeller shaft universal joints and
splined couplings.

SUSPENSION
Although the Jeep is astonishingly robust,
neglect of any of the 30 or so grease points
will result in excessive wear. Look for wear

in the spring hanger bushes, the multiple
joints of the complex steering linkage, the
steering box itself, and check for excessive
play in the wheel bearings, the king pins,
and the constant-velocity joints. The
dampers do very little work since there

is little suspension movement, but tired
springs will have flat or broken leaves.

BRAKES
The hydraulic service brakes are
surprisingly powerful and should be able
to pull the vehicle up in a straight line. It is
important to check the level of the hydraulic

fluid level
regularly,
albeit the
reservoir is
under the floor

and hard to get at.
The handbrake is not especially effective,

and can be difficult to operate. Its efficiency
is often made worse by oil leaking onto
the shoes from the seal at the rear of the
transfer case. Continued on page 20
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t l Ch k l f i i i littl i t b t ti d

Right: In order to accommodate the twin
12V batteries, the air intake/filter and the
voltage regulator are installed in different
positions under the engine cover of the M201.
Note also the distinctive reinforcing channel
welded inside the channel of the main chassis
member.

Above: Instrument panel of the M201 showing
metric-calibrated Jaeger instruments. The
button above the speedometer is the starter
and usually has a rubber cover.

Right: A period-correct WW2 radio set is a popular Jeep accessory; typical sets include US Signal
Corps radio stations SCR-510 or SCR-610, but there are many others. The photograph shows the
so-called ‘angry 9’, a man-pack transmitter/receiver that was used during the Korean War.

AAbboovvee:: BBrriittiisshh NNuummbbeerr 1199 wwiirreelleessss sseett ffiitttteedd ttoo tthhee rriigghhtt--hhaanndd rreeaarr mmuuddgguuaarrdd.

f d i th i h b h th lti l d h d t t t

“On the move, a worn gearbox may
baulk at the upward change”
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Established 1982

SPECIALIST IMPORTER 
OF WW2 AND CLASSIC 
AMERICAN VEHICLES

• Possibly the largest stock of 
WW2 jeeps in the UK from 

projects to restored examples

• We stock a growing range of parts 
for WW2 jeeps inc. Joes Motorpool, 

Kelsey ”GoodYear” tires and 
other quality parts from USA

• Also a large range of parts for 
series Land Rovers and Defenders

• We are WW2 vehicle enthusiasts 
and members of MVT and MVPA

Phone: 01530 230023
Email:

amdfourwheeldrive@hotmail.co.uk
Unit 22 Merrylees Industrial Estate,
Merrylees, Leicestershire LE9 9FS

•
for 

amdfourwheeldrive@hotmail.co.uk
Unit 22 Merrylees Industrial Estate,

For new Tyres for 
your Jeep make 
sure you contact 
ToTec tyres we 
have a range of 

brands and great 
pricing and fast 

delivery
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WHEELS AND TYRES
Except for very early examples, WW2 Jeeps
are fitted with two-piece so-called combat
rims, fitted with mud and snow bar-grip
pattern cross-ply tyres. Be wary of very rusty
wheels; they will almost certainly be difficult
to dismantle. The M201 was fitted with

larger-section (7.00-16 rather than 6.50-16)
radial tyres on conventional one-piece rims,
giving a slightly more comfortable ride.

BODYWORK
To modern eyes, the bodywork of the
Jeep is simple and utilitarian. The largely

flat panels are crudely pressed, with spot
welds apparent in various places, and the
paintwork is often indifferently applied. This
is all part of the Jeep’s charm.

On the plus side, there is little scope for
concealing rust in the body panels, since

Above: The Jeep vehicle data plates are riveted
to the glovebox lid. This photograph shows the
correct plates for a Ford GPW.
Right: Ford or Willys instrument panel showing
the speedometer and secondary gauges for
fuel level, oil pressure, dynamo output, and
water temperature. The domed projections
at the top are instrument panel lights and
the lever to the right is the handbrake. The
small square tooling cut-out at the top edge is
distinctive to WW2 Jeeps.

BBellow: AA wiire cutter was offten ffiittedd to thhe ffront bbbumper to protect
Jeep crews from being decapitated by wires stretched between
trees across roads in previously enemy-held territory.

l ti (7 00 16 th th 6 50 16) fl t l d l d ith tf

Abo e The Jeep ehicle data plates are ri eted
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Continued on page 23



WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY…
Don’t just take our word
for it, here’s what the
Jeep experts we spoke to
at War and Peace Revival
had to say about buying
a Jeep…
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Graham Lycett – Jeeparts UK
(01743 762266, www.jeeparts.co.uk)
“Look at what’s not there rather than what is there,”
is Graham Lycett’s golden nugget of advice for would-
be Jeep buyers. “Ask yourself if it’s got the correct air
cleaner and generator fitted, has it got the right engine
and axles?” Once you’ve made an initial assessment of
what’s missing, go over the bodywork and check out
the interior, he advises. “The more complete it is the
better, basically. If you start having to find parts and
swap things like incorrect seats it all starts to add up.” Cliff Harris – Universal

Jeep Supplies
(01483 860403,
www. universaljeepsupplies.co.uk)
“Don’t buy a Jeep without looking at it,”
warns Cliff from Universal Jeep Supplies.
“Too many people are buying Jeeps from
photographs and spending money on
vehicles that end up being nothing like their
descriptions. You need to go and see it and
drive it.”

Apart from making sure everything’s as
it should be, Cliff says the condition of the
gearbox should play an important part in any
buying decisions you make, seeing as he
reckons a good rebuild could be £1200.

Cliff obviously loves the wartime Jeeps, but
is complimentary about the Hotchkiss, seeing
it as the ideal entry level vehicle. “They’re
reliable, nicer to drive and never a lot of
money to buy.”

Nick Jeffrey – Jeffrey Engineering Ltd
(01233 770007, www.jeffreyeng.com)
To make a successful Jeep purchase, prospective Jeep owners
should find out what they are looking at, recommends Nick Jeffrey.
“You need to do your homework, speak to owners and specialists to
find out what’s right and what’s wrong and how much it’s likely to
cost correcting things.”

Nick warns of buying anything that’s been modified, or at least
Jeeps being sold as original when they are anything but. “The term
‘restored’ is a much over-used phrase,” he says. “There are lots
of examples in the classifieds that are described as being fully
restored, but have duff engines, axles and gearboxes. They’ve done
a cosmetic makeover, but not touched the important bits.”

Nick accepts that much of the work can be done by the enthusiast
to keep maintenance and restoration costs down, but adds a caveat.
“You need to be realistic about your skillset. If you end up having to
farm lots of stuff out, a project can quickly become very expensive.”

Again, Nick heaps praise on the Hotchkiss, the fact that it’s just
that bit younger making it nicer to drive and generally more reliable.
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40 years since we made our 
fi rst Military Vehicle covers

CANVASCO
JOHN & MARY WORTHING

MILITARY VEHICLE CANVAS WORKS
SPOUT HOUSE, ORLETON, LUDLOW SY8 4JG

www.canvasco.com 

Tel: 01584 831239
Fax: 01584 831554
canvasco@aol.com

MB/GPW, M38, M38a1, Mutt, Dodge, 
GMC, Chevrolet, and much more

40 years since we made our 

NEW PRODUCTS
Jeep seat satchel £25 plus VAT - 

fi ts MB/GPW, M38, M38al - 
an old favourite back in production!

MB/GPW 1/2 doors with original fi ttings 
as well as all our products for 

Jeep Dodge and GMC
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Above: The M201 was fitted with conventional
well-base drop rims; the original radial tyres
on this example have been replaced by 6.00-
16 bar-grips. Right: Lightly-Americanised
Hotchkiss M201 up for sale at the recent War &
Peace Revival.
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the lack of any kind of internal trim means
that almost everything is on show – you
can see both sides of most panels and
what you see is generally what you get.
Common rust spots include the reinforcing

channels under the floor, the front bumper
gussets which, in the past, were often
very poorly repaired, and the edges of the
floor, where it meets the body sides. The
tool boxes in the rear compartment are

also prone to rust, and there is a small
mud trap where the flat top of the front
mudguards meets the angled rear panel.
The windscreen frame also rusts in several
places where water becomes trapped, as

BBellow: JJeep thhat hhas bbeen modddiiiiffiiedd to resembblle thhe machhiines usedd bby thhe LLong
Range Desert Group and the SAS in the Western Desert. Collecting all of the

components required for the conversion can become something of an obsession.
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does the fuel tank where mud can pack
underneath it.

Body panels, repair panels and even
complete body tubs are readily available
at reasonable cost… but, of course, at the
price of originality.

UPHOLSTERY
If a Jeep has one serious drawback it is the
relative lack of comfort. The combination
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Work on what became the Jeep started in 1940 when American Bantam and Willys-
Overland entered a bidding process for the construction of a small all-wheel drive
reconnaissance vehicle for the US Army. Of the 135 companies approached by the
Army, only Bantam and Willys showed any interest. Neither company was in good
financial shape and, hedging its bets, the Army subsequently persuaded the mighty
Ford Motor Company also to become involved.

Bantam put together a small team led by Karl Probst and, using off-the shelf
components wherever possible, had their paperwork and a working prototype,
described as the Bantam BRC-60, ready in September, within the allowed 75-day
timescale. Powered by a Continental engine, the prototype was driven to Camp Holabird
and successfully demonstrated to the Army, leaving Bantam free to construct the other
69 vehicles.

Although officially disqualified from the competition, Willys, nevertheless, had its
own prototype, designated Quad, ready for testing in November. The Army was quick to
realise that the powerful Willys’ Go-Devil engine gave a superior level of performance
when compared to the Bantam. Meanwhile, Ford’s Pygmy prototype was also delivered
during November, this machine powered by the Ford NNA tractor engine.

All three vehicles were impressive in their own way and the Army seemed unable
to decide which to select for production. After considerable deliberation, all three
manufacturers were asked to construct 1500 vehicles for troop trials, with deliveries
starting in December 1940. The vehicles were now being described as the Bantam BRC-
40, the Willys MA, and the Ford GP. By February the following year, the decision was
taken to standardise on the Willys version, now designated MB following some minor
modifications. However, before the end of the year it had become apparent that Willys
was unable to assemble the quantities required and the US government persuaded Ford
to join the fray, building what was effectively the Willys MB under licence… but there
were to be no more Jeeps produced by poor old Bantam.

Production of the wartime Jeep ended in August 1945, by which time a total of
639,245 vehicles had been constructed, 361,349 by Willys and 277,896 by Ford. Willys
turned its production lines over to producing the civilian CJ2A, and Ford simply shut
down its Jeep line.

However, this was not the end of the wartime Jeep because in 1956, the French
Hotchkiss company constructed some 1000 examples of what was described as the
‘licence MB 6V’, essentially the Willys MB that used French components wherever
possible. A year later, production switched to an improved version described as the
Hotchkiss M201. Again, this was essentially an MB produced under licence using local
components, but now incorporating a 24V electrical system and detail changes to the
electrical system. Altogether, more than 28,000 M201s were constructed, with the line
finally being shut down in 1966. Many remained in service until the 1990s.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JEEP

Below: The Jeep is well-served by dealers,
with most parts easily available. The
photograph shows the original Autolite
distributor (left-hand side) compared to a
modern electronic distributor which obviates
the often-troublesome contact-breaker points;
6V, 12V and 24V versions are available.

Above: Restored Willys MB chassis showing the engine, radiator and transmission. Willys engines
were painted olive drab during assembly. Right: Nicely-restored Ford GPW radio, showing typical
items of kit that might be stowed on or in a Jeep, including a camouflage net, recovery rope, trophy
helmet, hand grenades, and bags containing the crew’s personal items.

y

Above: Restored Willys MB chassis showing the engine radiator and transmission Willys engines



of thin and poorly-sprung seat cushions,
cart-spring suspension and stiff-walled
tyres ensures occupants feel every bump
in the road. Worse still, the seats are small

and have no adjustment, resulting in a
curious splay-legged driving position. Ford
and Willys Jeeps should have canvas seat
covers, whilst the M201, which often has

slightly-thicker seat cushions, will usually
have plastic-coated cloth covers, at least on
the front seats.

Worn or damaged seat covers are very
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Left: Close-up view of the driver’s position. The
steering wheel sits very close to the driver’s
chest, and the lack of any adjustment on the
driver’s seat leads to a curious splay-legged
stance which is not especially comfortable for
those of above-average height.

L f Cl i f h d i ’ i i ThL
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Tim Wood owns this ’43 Jeep. It was
imported from the US in 2002 and he’s
since carried out a full restoration.
William Galliers restored the body and
Tony Sudds rebuilt the gearbox – but
otherwise, Tim’s done everything
else himself. Extra kit includes an
M1 Garand rifle, M1 carbine, M1 A1
Thompson sub machine gun, M3
‘Grease Gun’ sub machine gun, 1911
Colt 0.45 pistol, grenades, fighting
knives, personal kit and webbing and a
GRC 9 radio set.

IT’S MY JEEP



Although prices for the M201 still generally lag behind the WW2 originals, Jeep prices
continue to rise, with the best now regularly advertised at well over £20,000. As you
would expect, dealer prices tend to be higher than private sales, but the dealer has
to carry the cost of various legal obligations to protect the consumer. Although you
can still find a Jeep at less than £10,000, real fixer-uppers or project vehicles are
increasingly rare and don’t underestimate the cost of restoration.

While writing this piece, I took a quick look at the Jeeps for sale on Milweb
(www.milweb.net) and on Classic Cars for Sale (www.carandclassic.co.uk). Here’s a
summary of what was on offer:
• Ford GPW: six examples for sale, the lowest at £8000, the highest at £23,500.
• Willys MB: eight vehicles for sale, from £7000 to more than £28,000.
• Hotchkiss M201: five examples for sale, ranging from just over £9000 to just under

£20,000.

PARTS
As regards parts, here’s an idea of what you might expect to pay but obviously the
price will vary between dealers. Unless stated, all of the prices quoted are for NOS or
pattern parts:

WHAT TO PAY?

BODYWORK
• Chassis: £1500
• Complete new body tub: from £1200
• Windscreen assembly: £225
• Front mudguard: £115
• Fuel tank: £210
• Upholstery set: £200
• Canvas top: £200

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
• Rebuilt engine (ex French Army reserve):

from £4000
• Rebuild own engine (price from Jeffrey

Engineering, 01233 770007): £2000
• Complete engine rebuild kit: £1200
• Set of inlet and exhaust valves, springs and

guides: £175
• Carburettor rebuild kit: £50
• Rebuilt gearbox: from £1200

ELECTRICAL
• Dynamo: £250
• Starter motor: £400
• Wiring loom: £350

BRAKES
• Master cylinder: £70
• Set of brake cylinders: £100
• Set of brake shoes: £50

SUSPENSION AND STEERING
• Set of suspension bushes: £150
• Spring: £100 each
• Shock absorber: £45
• Steering box: £300
• Set of track rod ends: £70
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easily replaced but there is little that can
be done about the comfort levels.

CANVAS TOP
Unless the Jeep you are looking at has
the optional side curtains and doors, the
minimal top offers little protection against
bad weather. If you are unfortunate
enough to get caught in really heavy
rain, you will find that both sides of
the windscreen will get wet, the inside
catching spray kicked up from the front
wheels and from passing traffic. Bear in
mind that most WW2 Jeeps have nothing
more than hand-operated wipers.

Don’t be put off by a worn or damaged
top, pattern replacements are cheap
enough and easy to fit.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Aside from the fact that the M201 has
electrical windscreen wipers, and most
examples were retro-fitted with flashing
indicators, the on-board electrical
equipment is more or less the same
across the models. The big difference
between the models in this respect is
the WW2 originals are wired with a 6V
electrical system, which can make starting
difficult in very cold weather, whilst the
M201 has a 24V system requiring two
batteries.

Below: Whilst the acquisition of military items
such as a radio set, personal weapons, spare
ammunition, grenades, etc, helps to create the
illusion of a vehicle that is about to enter a
combat zone, these items do rather restrict
the practicality of using the Jeep from
day-to-day… but, the choice is yours of course!
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We can supply as individual tyres or in sets where you can take advantage of 
our UK mainland discount shipping rate. Collection no problem! CALL NOW...
TEL: 01937 580302 MOBILE: 07968 381304
Email: john@gray778.fsnet.co.uk
7 Ainsty Road, Wetherby, Yorkshire LS22 7QN

CALL NOW FOR 
48 HOUR DELIVERY

MILITARY TYRES The UK’s largest 
supplier of WW2 
Bargrip Tyres

and we don’t just do 
jeep tyres we have:
600x16
750x16
750x20

700x16
900x16

We stock high quality 
replacement tyres 

and tubes ready to fi t 
and deliver to you 

with 48 hours
Free Delivery to Military 

shows subject to us 
attending

ATLANTIC JEEPART 
COMPANY LTD

TEL: 01580 720797 
MOB: 07976 393707

admin@atlanticauto1.demon.co.ukPARTS FOR ALL MILITRY & CIVILIAN JEEPS

45 Years’ Experience in Jeep Parts

The Largest & Most Comprehensive Range of Jeep Parts in the UK 
- all Jeeps 1941-2015, Military & Civilian MB/GPW/M38/M38A1

/M151/A1/A2/CJ’s/Cherokee/Wrangler/Grand Cherokee.
D-Handle Shovels

Road Wheels for MB/GPW
Starter Motors 6 &12 Volt - BRAND NEW

Windshields for MB/GPW/CJ’s
/Wranglers + all Rubbers

New Manufactured USA Style 
Jerrycans & Carriers

New Distributors Standard & Electronic
4500 Lines of Jeep Parts

Bodies & Panels from Stock for MB/GPW/CJ’s/Cherokee’s etc
Exhaust Systems for M151/MB/GPW/M38/M38A1 + Most Civilian 

Jeeps, Fuel Tanks for MB Early & Late, M38/M39A1 CJ 2A/3B/6 & 6 
Cherokee’s Petrol & Diesel, Brake Parts for all Jeeps inc. Metal Brake 
Line Kits & Flexible Hoses, Brake & Hand Brake Drums Early & Late, 
Engine Parts for MB/GPW inc. Gaskets, BE & Main Bearings, Pistons, 
Valves & Guides, Camshafts, Oil Pumps, Fuel Parts inc. Pumps, Fil-
ters, Fuel Line Kits, Flexible Hoses, Tank Caps for all Jeeps, Cooling 
Parts inc. Radiators, Hoses, Fan Belts, Thermostat & Housings, Wa-

ter Pumps for all Jeeps, Steering Parts, Tie Rods, Steering Box Parts, 
Drag Link Kits, Steering Wheels, Shock Absorbers Suspension Parts 
inc. Shock Absorbers, Springs, Spring Hangers, Shackles & U Bolts, 
Bushes & Isolators Brake Drums for M38A1 & Brake Linings & Shoes 
for every Jeep, Disc Rotors & Pads for all Later Jeeps Speedometers, 

Gauges, Tank Sender Units for MB/M38/M38A1/CJ’s

VICTORY IMPORTS AND CUSTOMS CAN 
RESPRAY YOUR MILITARY VEHICLE 

TO A VERY HIGH STANDARD. 

VICTORY IMPORTS AND CUSTOMS 
(Stateside Group Ltd)
Unit 4, Lodge Farm, 
Tadmarton Heath Road 
Hook Norton, Banbury, 
Oxfordshire OX15 5DQ
E: victory-imports@outlook.com
T: 07837 788334

We can offer full resprays to suit all budgets, from a bare metal 
respray to a flat down mask and paint we can offer all finishes 

and paint types, using only the highest quality products. 
All Shades of Military Olive drab are available, from Nato Green, 

British 298, US Army OD or we can mix to spec if required. 
We also have electronic colour matching software to get 

the correct shade from a sample if required. 

We can also offer a complete service, from minor scratch 
or dent repair to a complete strip down and rebuild of 

damaged parts including panel replacement.

BEFORE AFTER
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OFFER:
ROAD SPRINGS!

2 FOR £100
OR £55 EACH

UNIVERSAL JEEP SUPPLIES
Quality parts and friendly service for GPW, 

MB and Hotchkiss Jeeps

01483 860403
UNIT 4. Marsh Farm, Station Lane, 

Milford, Surrey, GU8 5AE
24 HOUR ORDERING 

info@universaljeepsupplies.co.uk

for waiting customers, 
good prices paid. 

Good or bad condition. 

Please visit my website 
www.willysjeepuk.co.uk 

or phone 01548 521278 
and speak to Robert U’Ren. 

I am easy-going, non-pressuring, 
quick deciding with instant 

payment and collection.

JEEPS WANTED

Please visit my website 
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Soon after the end of WW2 many of
the soft skin vehicles used during
the war were sold off or scrapped.

During the period from the end of the
war and the birth of the Land Rover in
late 1948, the Jeep was really the only
4x4 of its kind on the market. As a result
many were employed in numerous
different roles all over the country, with
examples often seen doing everything
from towing a plough to being converted
into everyday vehicles.

Some conversions were undoubtedly
better than others but the example in
focus here has to be one of the best. The
conversion was carried out by an unknown
entity and I know that its current owner,
Mitch Hickman, would be most grateful to

ONE OF A KIND?
Jon Hickman revels in the standard of workmanship
demonstrated by this custom-built Jeep conversion

JEEP SPEC IAL
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Above: Pictured on a recent trip to the Isle of
Anglesey, providing a perfect run around for
the author and friends. Right: The Jeep has
recently been used for green laning events, for
which it has proven a very suitable vehicle,
perhaps the only thing missing is a heater!



hear from anyone who has any information
on its history in regard to the coachbuilders
responsible for its creation.

Affectionately known by Mitch as the
‘Hen House’, for its obvious resemblance
to a chicken shed, this
Jeep conversion is
actually a relative work
of art. Remembering
the fact that most Jeep
conversions in to estate
vehicles or shooting
breaks were of the
traditional ‘Woodie’ design, this coachbuilt
wooden frame and aluminium skin style
body has been exquisitely crafted to create
a perfect long wheel base hard top Jeep.

CLEVER DICKIE
The chassis was extended by some 18in
and the traditional body tub disposed
of in favour of a custom built affair. The
original seats were retained along with

the addition of two small dickie seats
mounted on the sides. The original petrol
tank was relocated to under the floor
behind the rear axle. Principally the Jeep

retains most of its original mechanical
components, which shows that whoever
carried out the conversion was at their
most resourceful. For no apparent reason
the handbrake leaver was changed from
the usual dash pull leaver to a floor
mounted ratchet set-up and trafficators

were also added to
aid with practical
everyday use.

RARE
SURVIVOR
Under the bonnet
the Jeep remains

totally original and even retains its original
combat wheels, the spare for which
has been relocated to the front bonnet,
perhaps an idea copied from the Land
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AAbbove: TThhe ddettaiill aroundd tthhe wiinddows shhows
how much craftsmanship went in to the
construction of the handmade aluminium rear
body. Left: Both the windscreen and the door
have been perfectly constructed to fit around
what remains of the bulkhead belonging to the
original body tub.

“This coachbuilt wooden frame
and aluminium skin style body has

been exquisitely crafted.”

hear from anyone who has any information CLEVER DICKIE
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TThhee oorriiggiinnaall ddrriivveerr aanndd ppaasssseennggeerr sseeaattss wweerree aaddaapptteedd aanndd rreettaaiinneedd aanndd mmuucchh ooff tthhee oorriiggiinnaall ddaasshh
board remains as original with the exception of the relocation of the hand brake.

TThhe rear ddoor iis allso exquiisiittelly madde andd
despite having no seal as such, the perfect fit
lets in very little water!



Rover. The A-frame was a later addition
by its current owner to aid transportation
to shows.

Whilst many might consider a Jeep
with so many original parts, such as
this one, ripe for conversion back to
its original guise, the ‘Hen House’
has survived this fate. It is relatively
comfortable to drive, and surprisingly
much more pleasant than the Series 1
Land Rover which appeared some years
later. Whilst it may not regularly appear
at military vehicle shows, the Jeep has
provided over 30 years of enjoyment
for Mitch and his family. Over that time
it was sold to a fellow collector in New
Zealand and shipped half way round
the world. When it reappeared on the
market for sale some years later, a
deal was done and it then made its way
back round the world returning to where
it started.

I know Mitch would be delighted to
hear from anyone who may be able to
shed some light on its history or perhaps
owns a similar curiosity, so please do let
us know!
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Above right: The original trafficators were
neatly built in to the side of the body.
Right: The rear seat also remains, with the
addition of side struts to hold the rear of
the seat in position. This view also offers an
insight into the construction of the body.
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F O R D G P A – T H E S W I M M I N G J E E P
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So you’ve been to some military vehicle shows, like the idea of
tootling around in a Jeep, but either can’t afford one or simply
want something a bit different. Here are James Taylor’s five
possible alternatives to consider

THE ALTERNATIVES

Ford’s ‘other Jeep’ was developed
by Marmon-Herrington with input
from naval architects Sparkman and

Stephens Inc. It was based on Ford GPW
running gear, although the chassis frame,
hull and various other fittings were unique
to the vehicle. The ‘A’ signified the fact that
it was amphibious.

The ‘Seep’ as it became known, was
capable of ten knots in the water and
around 55mph (88km/h) on land. The

JEEP SPEC IAL

Left: Want a Jeep that will stand out from the crowd? Then the swimming GPA could be the
answer. Parts are readily available, although rarity has had a knock-on effect on prices. Even
this restoration project was £55,000.

Left: Want a Jeep that will stand out from the crowd? Then the swimming GPA could be the

propeller (along with the bilge pump) was
driven via a take off from the transfer box
and was mounted aft like a conventional
boat with the rudder controlled by the
steering wheel. Making the transition from
land to water involved the relatively simple
process of disengaging the propeller in order
to reinstate drive to the wheels.

Key features included a belt driven
capstan winch located on the foredeck
along with a hinged surf shield. The GPA
was designed to carry five people including
a crew of two, the seat cushions cleverly
doubling up as life jackets. Despite being
able to float, it was never massively capable
of doing much else in anything other than
relatively calm water conditions. Between
1942-43, 12,778 GPAs left the factory with
production coming to a halt in March 1943.

With lots going off to Russian, surprisingly
few GPAs have made it into preservation
so they’re not particularly cheap to buy.
Especially as enthusiasts who want
an amphibious vehicle see them as a
much more practical alternative to the
cumbersome and really just too big DUKW.

So, for something just a bit different that
will make you stand out from all the other
Jeeps, the GPA is a good choice. The added
benefit is that all the mechanical parts are
relatively easy to get hold of.

Where it gets trickier is the body because,
as you might expect, lots have rusted to
pieces by now so unless you know your
way round a welding torch, full restorations
can be pricey. Indeed, one in tip-top
condition could easily be in excess of
£100,000 these days.
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Above: Note the M38’s bulging headlamps with their protective wires, and the single-pane windscreen. This fifties’ gem is both affordable and practical.
(Wikipedia Commons) Below right: This is a 1956 Dutch assembled M38A1 C Type. The A1 with its curvy wings and bonnet replaced the M38 in 1952.

J E E P M 3 8 – A C R E D I B L E S U C C E S S O R

By the time the US military came to
replace its wartime MBs, Willys had
moved the Jeep design on a stage

with its civilian CJ-3A model of 1948. So the
new military model that entered production
in 1949 was based on this. Willys called it
an MC; the US military called it an M38.

The M38 was still a ‘flat-fender’ Jeep
with an 80in wheelbase, but it had
a single-pane windscreen and more
prominent headlights than the MB. It also
had a military-standard 24-volt electrical
system and was waterproofed for wading
operations. Suspension and chassis were
both stronger than their CJ-3A equivalents,
but the engine was still the 2.2-litre
Go-Devil – just uprated a little. Note that
there is a very big difference between an
M38 and an M38A1, which replaced it in
1952 and is readily recognisable by its
higher, rounded bonnet line and curved
front wings.

The great attraction about an M38 is
that it still looks like a classic wartime
Jeep – well, almost. And it actually had
an honourable wartime history as well,
serving alongside the remaining MBs in the
Korean war of 1950-1953. The M38s were

used in all kinds of roles; some were fitted
with winches and some even had hardtops.
These variations of specification add their
own interest. Some 2300 examples were
built by Ford in Canada during 1952 for
the Canadian armed forces, and these are
technically known as M38-CDN types.

More than 61,000 M38s were built, and

there is no real shortage of them. Even so,
many were used for off-road fun when sold
into civilian hands, and some will have been
modified way beyond standard. Spare parts
are not a problem, and nor is maintenance.
Prices vary wildly. About £6500 buys a
reasonable running example but really good
ones might set you back £15,000 or more.
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Ab N t th M38’ b l i h dl ith th i t ti i d th i l i d Thi fifti ’ i b th ff d bl d ti l



A U S T I N C H A M P – T H E B R I T I S H A LT E R N AT I V E

When Britain needed to replace its
wartime Jeeps, it turned to a
home-brewed design. The original

Nuffield Organisation proposal (the Gutty)
was improved by a team at FVRDE, and
after a second iteration as the Wolseley
Mudlark, the design was signed off as
the FV1801A. The production contract for
15,000 vehicles was awarded to Austin,
who built the first ones in 1951.

The Champ was always intended to
be even more capable than the Jeeps it
was to replace, and incorporated some
sophisticated and complex design solutions.
It had a 2.8-litre Rolls-Royce B40 petrol
engine (the four-cylinder version of the B
range that the War Department planned
to standardise for all new British military
vehicles). The gearbox had five speeds, all
of which could be used in reverse as well,
and the suspension was all-independent,
using torsion bars.

Although the Champ was immensely
capable, squaddies generally found that
they liked their Land Rovers better. One
reason suggested is the better weather
protection; another is that the Champ was
too difficult to fix in a hurry if something
went wrong. But this wasn’t the only reason
why the original order for 15,000 was cut
back to around 11,000: the others were
that by the mid-1950s the British Army was
slimming down, and that they could buy
two Land Rovers for the cost of one Champ.
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Most Champs had been sold out of service
by 1968.

There’s no doubt that the Champ is a
complex design that demands routine
maintenance. It also has two notorious
weaknesses, one being the rear axle and
the other being body rot. Fortunately,

hen Britain needed to replace its

spare parts are not a problem, and even
body panels are available. A really rough
Champ might look temptingly cheap, but
for something sensible you’re looking at
an absolute minimum of £5000 – and
a fully-restored one will be £15,000
or more.

AAbboovee: TThhee eennggiinnee iinn tthhee CChhaammpp waass aa RRoollllss-RRooyccee BB4400; mmoosstt weerree lliicceennccee-bbuiilltt bby AAussttiinn.
(Andy Dingley/WikiMedia) Top: The Champ was Britain’s interpretation of the Jeep and was much
more technically complex than the US version. You can still pick up a reasonably tidy example for
under £10,000.



V W T Y P E 1 8 1 – T H E G E R M A N S T O P - G A P

Remember the VW Kubelwagen from
WW2? The West German Army did
towards the end of the 1960s, while

they were waiting for the Europa Jeep
project to come to fruition. (It never did,
but that’s another story.) So they asked
Volkswagen to produce a modernised
Kubelwagen as a stop-gap.

VW obliged, and in 1969 the VW Type 181
entered production. Though it looked like
a Kubelwagen, it was really just a rugged
runabout. It only had two-wheel drive and
used production components from other VW
models. Light weight allowed it to get along
with an engine that developed just 46bhp,
driving through a four-speed gearbox, and
better ground clearance was obtained by
using reduction gearboxes at each wheel
station – in effect, portal axles.

Around 50,000 military versions were
delivered during the 1970s as NATO
forces in Europe waited patiently for the
Europa-Jeep. VW meanwhile also saw its
opportunity to market a version as a rough-
road car (which it did in Mexico) and as a
fun-buggy (which it did in the USA where
it was called The Thing). There were RHD
models for Britain during 1975, known
as Type 182 models, but these sold so

poorly that they were withdrawn after less
than a year. VW stopped Type 181 military
production in 1980, turning to the Iltis for
its military customers; production of civilian
models ended in 1983.

If you’re tempted by one of these VWs, do
make sure you know what you’re buying.
Remember that no genuine military example

ever had right-hand drive, and that the
standard military specification incorporated
that portal axle design. Most onlookers won’t
know the difference, but those who are clued-
up certainly will. Spares generally aren’t
going to be a problem (it’s a VW, remember),
and nor is maintenance. Get a good, genuine
one for between £6000 and £10,000.

Above: About 50,000 Type 181s were delivered to NATO military forces in Europe. Known in civvy street as the VW Trekker and The Thing in the US, the
Type 181 makes an excellent modern budget alternative to a Jeep. Below right: As you would expect, service parts for the tough looking VW are cheap
and easily available.
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Above: About 50 000 Type 181s were delivered to NATO military forces in Europe Known in civvy street as the VW Trekker and The Thing in the US the



Above: The Mahindra was the Indian firm’s take on models such as the original Jeep CJ-5 as seen
here. Top: If you can’t afford the ‘real’ thing, then why not give this militarised Mahindra jeep a
punt instead? It’s powered by a 2.5-litre Peugeot diesel lump, which drives through a four-speed
gearbox. It certainly looks the part…

M A H I N D R A C J – I F Y O U M U S T

The Indian company of Mahindra &
Mahindra built old-model Jeeps
under licence, and in the first half of

the 1990s also had an assembly plant in
Greece where it made examples for Europe.
Three different models were brought into
Britain between 1990 and 1995. These
were the CJ340 (based on the Jeep CJ3B),
the CJ540 (a long-wheelbase version of the
same model), and the CJ-5 (unsurprisingly
based on the Jeep CJ-5). They were
powered by licence-built Peugeot diesel
engines, of 2.1-litres (CJ340 and CJ540) or
2.5-litres (CJ-5).

Despite the image, reinforced by a
special-edition General Patton model in
1991, these were not military vehicles.
Most had names such as Indian Brave and
Indian Chief, which were displayed on big
decals. However, a good rub-down and a
coat of military drab will work wonders,
and some people have created their own
Jeep lookalikes from a cheap Mahindra.
Don’t be fooled – and if you’re a serious MV
enthusiast there isn’t much chance that you
will be.

It’s not our job to stop people creating
fake military vehicles if they want to, but
we should warn potential buyers about the
shortcomings of these Jeep lookalikes. As
far as we know, UK imports of Mahindras

ended rather abruptly because a very
high incidence of warranty claims was
accompanied by a dispute between the
importer and the assembler over who should
settle them. Build quality, for the most part,
was simply terrible. The bodyshells rust
badly, the electrics are unreliable, and the
soft tops were shoddily made.

That said, if you want to base your MV
project on a Mahindra Jeep, you should
be able to pick one up cheaply. About
£2500 will be top whack for a running
vehicle with an MoT. Just remember – a
military vehicle it is not, and repairs and
maintenance may occupy a lot of your time
and budget.
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he Indian company of Mahindra &
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Open 10AM - 2PM
Two halls of dealers selling quality militaria 
for the discerning collectors and reenactors. 

Refreshments available.
TRADERS: 6ft table in advance £25

Admission £2.50

See website for more information:
www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com

Marconi Social Club, Beehive Lane, 
Chelmsford, Essex. CM2 9RX

Chelmsford 
Militaria Fair
Next fair date Sunday 20th September.

Future 2009 Dates:
18th October & 6th December

Deacts, inert & ammo, weapon 
accessories available at online shop.

Next Fair Date Sunday 25th September

Future 2016 Dates:
Oct 30th and Dec 4th

Chatham Fair
Next Fair Date

Sunday 9th October

CONTACT: 
james@chathammilitariafairs.co.uk

07595 511981

Historic Dockyard, 
Chatham, Kent. ME4 4TZ

NEW WEBSITE
www.chathammilitariafairs.co.uk 

Trade from 5:30AM and Public from 7AM
Most fairs are on the 2nd Sunday 

of each month

Future 2016 Dates
Nov 13th  & Dec 11th
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The Thomas B Jeffery Company of
Kenosha, Wisconsin introduced its four-
wheel drive, four-wheel steer two tonner
in 1913 and it became very popular with
US Military forces. It was powered by a
four-cylinder Buda petrol engine rated at
40hp linked to a four-speed transmission.
A turreted armoured car was built in 1914,
designed by Jerry DeCou, superintendent
of the company, and two or three more
were built subsequently, one of which (at
least) was used on the Mexican Frontier
during General Pershing’s punitive raid into

Mexico in 1916. There is no suggestion
that it ever accompanied the expedition
but probably remained on the border as
part of the Defence Force and to support
local residents. The American built Quads
are covered to some extent in a number
of books but the entire subject would
benefit from some more detailed research.
Some armoured Jeffery-Quads were also
built and used in Russia, known as the
Poplavko-Jeffery and designed by Staff
Captain Poplavko of the Russian Army,
about 30 were built in 1916.

There is, as I understand it, a full size replica of a Jeffery-Quad armoured car on
show at Pancho Villa Park, in Columbus New Mexico. It isn’t very convincing; the
wheels look too small so it might not even be on a Jeffery-Quad chassis at all.

Whether this will do as inspiration for an article is a moot point but if not there are
reported to be four more on the bottom of the English Channel, off Selsey Bill. They
were lost when the SS Shirala was torpedoed in July 1918 so there is probably not a
lot left of them now. If they won’t do then there are a few unarmoured Jeffery-Quad
lorries in a state of preservation in various parts of the world.

ON ALL FOURS
David Fletcher looks back at the curious and generally ill-fated
story of the Jeffrey-Quad armoured car along with a later equally
odd and now virtually forgotten armoured car rival

Above: Said to be the first Jeffery-Quad armoured car to be built, designed by Jerry DeCou the
company superintendent, who is supposed to be the man alongside the car.
Right: An original Jeffery Quad advertisement of 1915 featuring a form of armoured car.
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CANADIAN QUADS
The most numerous and best known
armoured versions of the Jeffery-Quad,
however, are those supplied to Canada
in 1915. These are sometimes referred
to as Russell armoured cars because the
armour was fitted by the Russell Motor Car
Company of Toronto for Sir John Eaton in
1915. Some sources say 40 armoured cars
were built, others give 42. Sir John was a
wealthy department store owner in Toronto
and among other things, during the war
he raised and financed the Eaton Motor
Machine Gun Battery which was shipped
to Britain in 1916. As it turned out the
Canadian military authorities did not want
them so all the armoured cars along with a
rather swish Russell-Knight scout car were
dumped in a compound at Bulford Camp on
Salisbury Plain in the hope that somebody
would want them one day. Unarmoured
Jeffery-Quad trucks had been supplied to
the Royal Navy although they appear to
have lost interest in them half way through
the war, perhaps they
were considered too
complicated.

In 1916 the
armoured cars were
visited by John Douglas-Scott-Montagu,
2nd Baron Montagu or Lord Montagu
of Beaulieu. He was Inspector of Motor
Vehicles for the Army in India and was back
in Britain after surviving the sinking of the
SS Persia in the Mediterranean in December
1915. He had been travelling back to India
with his secretary and mistress Eleanor
Thornton who was drowned in the sinking.
One of the reasons for his first visit to
England early in 1915 was to find out why
the British Government had reneged on a

promise to supply India with a dozen Rolls-
Royce armoured cars (the Government
decided the cars were more urgently
needed nearer home) and on his second
visit the Canadian Government offered
to hand over the Jeffery-Quad armoured
cars if they would do instead. At Bulford,
Lord Montagu looked over the vehicles and
decided that although they were not ideal
they were probably all he was going to get,
and accepted. He was also able to acquire
all the spare parts accumulated by the

Royal Navy for its Jeffery-Quads in store
at Shorncliffe. It is said that the cars were
prepared for service in India by Hubbard
Brothers of Basingstoke, to Lord
Montagu’s design, although what this
involved is not clear.

NEEDED CLOSER TO HOME
At this point the British Army stepped in and
announced it wanted 20 of the cars (some
sources say 22) for internal security duties
in Ireland where they went in August 1917,

so only the other 20 would now be going
to India. To begin with the government in
India decided that the new armoured cars
should be sent to support Indian Army units
in Mesopotamia but then rejected this idea
in favour of shipping them direct to India
instead. Sixteen finally arrived, the other
four and all the spare parts being lost on the
SS Shirala as already mentioned.

Very little is known about the cars that
went to Ireland. One very poor quality photo
survives but that is all – it is a subject that

requires some
research, if anyone
is interested.

The immediate
fate of 15 of the

cars that arrived in India is known, however.
They were issued in groups of three to the
4th, 5th, 7th 8th and 10th Armoured Motor
Batteries of the Army, the 16th may have
gone to their training centre at Ahmednagar
but the lack of spare parts meant that many
had to be cannibalised from other vehicles
so that the number of operational cars soon
diminished. Some Jeffery-Quads were
certainly used during the Third Afghan War
of 1919, although who was operating them
is not clear. In October 1921 10th Armoured
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AAbbove: AAnotthher earlly QQuadd, tthhiis ttiime wiitthh a
fixed superstructure with apertures for Colt
machine guns, but a car about which we have
no other information.

Above: Another armoured Quad built in the
States which looks very similar to the original
design, although again we have no detailed
information.
Right: A postcard of the Quad apparently
sent to the Mexican border in 1916. A double
turreted vehicle quite evidently with four-wheel
steering.

S M R l N f i J ff Q d i h i d i I di

“As it turned out the Canadian military
authorities did not want them.”

Ab A th d Q d b ilt i th



Car Company, Tank Corps which had come
from Bovington and first been issued with
Ford T pick-up trucks had taken over three
Armoured Motor Batteries, the 5th, 7th
and 16th of the old 10th Armoured Motor
Brigade along with what remained of 13th
Armoured Motor Battery. Between them
they had operated most of the surviving
Jeffery-Quads which were now inherited by
10th ACC. At the same time 8th Armoured
Car Company, Tank Corps was allotted
the three Quads originally issued to 10th
Armoured Motor Brigade which were now
languishing at Ferozopore from where they
had to be collected. Of these three only one
was in running condition and at various
times on the journey to Lahore had to tow
the other two.

In 1925 the remaining Quads were all
sold off, by now all being considered wrecks
and rapidly becoming redundant. The Quads
in Ireland went even earlier than that, by
1919 apparently, when they were replaced
by Peerless armoured cars (CMV August
2011) by which time the Quads are said to
have been falling to bits. In India they were
being replaced by more modern Crossleys
(CMV July 2013) and although the lorries
remained in service with the United States
Army for a few years yet, latterly known
as Nash-Quads (Nash acquired Jeffery in
1916) – no more armoured cars were built.

LATER RIVAL
It might be a good idea to mention the three
hefty looking armoured cars built for the
1st Motor Battery, New York National Guard
in 1916. Since none of them has survived

this seems as good a place as any to tell
their story.

The idea is attributed to Captain Harry
G Montgomery of the New York National
Guard and his idea might be said to be the
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A posed picture of a Russell armoured car, using the Jeffery-Quad chassis, with a central turret
and driving cabs at both ends.

Below: Possibly in a town square in England, a ffleet off Russell armoured cars perhaps
on a training run. If anyone can identify the location would they please let us know.

A posed picture of a Russell armoured car using the Jeffery Quad chassis with a central turret



diametric opposite of the Jeffery-Quad.
That is instead of coming up with three
or four designs of armoured hull to fit the
one Jeffery chassis, Montgomery’s idea
involved coming up with a standard type of
armoured car body that could
be modified to fit different
makes of chassis. With
support from the US Steel
General Trust Company and
Redmond and Company bankers, both of
New York City, Montgomery wanted to build
his armoured cars and then present them
to the War Department, complete with
crews. But the US Army would not accept

them mainly, it seems, because their crews
were not prepared to transfer from the
National Guard to the regular army. So in
the end only Captain Montgomery himself
made the change.

The prototype armoured hull was fitted
to the chassis of a Mack (International
Motor Company) two-tonner. Fully covered
with 5mm thick plate it weighed in the
region of 4 tons. The armour, which is open

at the top, was very heavily riveted. There
was a single hinged door at the back, three
sliding loopholes on each side, hinged visor
plates in front of the driver and a hinged
plate above his head which is described as

a ventilator. The car carried
two Colt machine-guns,
each behind its own shield,
fitted on either side along
with a Gray and Davis ten

inch spotlight mounted on the right side.
In addition to a regular crew of driver,
co-driver and two machine-gunners the car
could carry up to five troopers. Armour for
the three cars is said to have been supplied
by the Carnegie Steel Corporation, and they
all look a lot bigger and heavier than they
actually were.

Although all three armoured cars are
described as identical there are in fact a
number of detail differences. On the White,
which used a 1.5 ton truck chassis these
are not easy to spot although this vehicle
lacks the two machine gun mountings. On
the Locomobile, which is said to have been
built on a big six-cylinder car chassis rather
than a truck (which would be a Riker in
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AAbboovvee:: RRuusssseellll aarrmmoouurreedd ccaarrss ffoorr sseerrvviiccee iinn IIrreellaanndd, rraatthheerr oovveerr-mmaannnneedd oonnee ffeeeellss.

A Russell in India, being delivered by rail.
Probably the safest way to ensure it reached
its destination.
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“Very little is known about the
cars that went to Ireland.”



any case) the most obvious difference is
that the front loophole in each side, which
also provided a side view for the driver,
is a bit lower than the other two, perhaps
to conform with the height of the driver’s
seat. It carried no permanent machine-gun
mountings either.

All three cars had variations in the
radiator cooling arrangements at the front,
finally settling on a panel of armour plate
with four or five horizontal slots. One
source claims that these could be covered
by sliding louvres although these are not
easy to detect. All three cars are said to
have gone to the Mexican border in 1916
although this appears to have been their
only warlike act. Apart from that they took
part in a number of parades through New
York City and in War Bond sales events.
While at least two of the cars are known to
have taken part in a parade on Fifth Avenue
in October 1917 which had as its main
attraction the British female Mark IV tank
HMLS Britannia.

As a result of the disagreement with
the regular army, the First Motor Battery
was disbanded in November 1917
although the armoured cars seem to have
lingered on for a few years. All three were
photographed in March 1920, looking
as rugged as ever and the three of them
were seen participating in some sort of
manoeuvre that same year, although in aid
of what is not clear.

Right: The Mack armoured car on the 2 ton
model AC chassis.
Below: The three armoured cars of the New York
National Guard with the Mack in the centre,
identified by its two machine gun mountings.
The Locomobile is on the left and the White on
the right, a bit behind the other two.

During the Third Afghan War of 1919, Russells were used to knock holes in walls to create
embrasures for field guns.
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During WW2 the British Army
received large quantities of
American built half-tracks,

the vast majority being built by the
International Harvester group (IHC).
These vehicles were designated the M5
and M9 and were employed in a number
of roles but mainly for the transport of
infantry in support of armour.

The end of the war did not see the end
of the half-track in British Army service.
Although large numbers were sold as
surplus, enough of the better maintained
vehicles were refurbished and continued
in the role as infantry transport until the
introduction of the wheeled 6x6 Alvis
Saracen APC and the tracked FV 432,
both of which had the added advantage

PUT TO GOOD USE
Les Freathy goes through his photo archives to reveal how some
REME M9 half-tracks were used in post-war Britain
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Left: An International half-track in very early
bronze green livery. This standard infantry
vehicle dates from 1950.



of overhead protection for crew and
passengers. The role of the half-track at
this stage was not terminated but changed
and numbers were employed by the
Royal Signals with both the soft tops and
custom built superstructures built by REME
workshops. A small number were also used
for towing artillery, the last I can remember
observing as a lad being troop towing 17
pounder anti-tank guns leaving the ranges
at Lydd camp in around 1955.

FITTER FOR PURPOSE
Probably the best known conversion and
the longest serving half-tracks were the
REME M9 fitters vehicles fitted with front
mounted lifting jibs to allow the removal
and refitting of engines and components
in armoured vehicles amongst other repair
roles – and it is this vehicle that forms the
basis of this article. Two types existed; the
early model was a simple one-piece tubular
rigid design frame with five cross support
members mounted on the front bumper
which wrapped around the winch. From
the front-mounted winch the cable ran up
the frame and over a central pulley wheel.
Support for the frame whilst in operation
came from two cables connected to each
side of the jib sides and running back
to fitments mounted just forward of the
windscreen corners. Being a rigid frame the
whole unit would be pulled back over the
bonnet and laid across the superstructure.
This, of course, added to the overall travel
height of the vehicle – the height depending
on whether the halftrack featured a soft top
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LLeft: This interesting conversion I have down
aas a Signals vehicle until I can obtain some
ppositive identification. Of interest are the
aadditional frame and stowage box above the
wwindscreen. The railings around the top of the
bbody and the extending cover above the side
mmounted racks are also unusual.
RRight: A most bizarre role for a post-war half-
ttrack. Here a half-track serves as a prime
mmover for a 2-ton four-wheel trailer platform
lloaded with a motor launch and operated by
tthe Royal Engineers.

AAAbbove: HHere you can see thhe earlly tubbullar fframe jjiibb ffrom a ddiifffferent anglle. TThhiis one iis iin operatiion
in Germany (BAOR). Repairs appear to be the order of the day on this Centurion. Note the extensive
camouflage draped over the half-track’s superstructure. Below: This photo shows the early tubular
steel frame design in operation with its wire supports fixed to brackets welded to the rear of
the bonnet sides. This image to my knowledge was taken in Aden and shows the replacing of a
Centurion MBT power pack.



or a higher built superstructure. A number
of the soft top models did have the tilt
frames raised to allow the crew better
manoeuvrability within the body.

GETTING THE
LOW DOWN
It was not long
before a much
improved design was
tested and approved,
this being of a more
complicated arrangement. This model was
hinged in the centre of the jib to reduce
overall height when the vehicle was in
travelling order. The components of the

frame were constructed of channel girder
with two main support legs bolted to the
front bumper. At approximately 6-8ft along
the stay the top section was able to fold

rearward over the bonnet as per the earlier
model, only this time on a horizontal plane
as apposed to being angled upwards.
To prevent the apex of the jib contacting

the windscreen, a box design support was
welded centrally on the bonnet top. During
operational use the winch first pulled the
top frame over into a locked position ready

for use. Most
images of the
later model show
the vehicle with
high metal sheet
superstructures
with side racks

and a side-mounted spare wheel. That
said, all were basically of the same design
but various differing features were to be
seen stemming presumably from crew
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A more sophisticated superstructure has been fitted to this half-track with roof railings to
accommodate extra crew stowage. The chore horse generator can clearly be observed in this image.

Above: This shows the closed down frame and
the mounting brackets.

AAggaaiinn aa ddeettaaiilleedd iimmaaggee ooff tthhee jjiibb hheerree iinn iittss
extended position. Note the pulley wheel and
guides on the sub frame and support cables
now running back to brackets welded just
behind the cab doors.

f t t d f h l i d th i d b d i t

Right: This fitters vehicle 35YT29 was
photographed in the UK and features the later
model jib with folding centre. It is seen here
in the travel position and has an additional
spotlight mounted under the front bumper
and a chore horse generator visible on the
front wing.

“The better maintained vehicles were
refurbished and continued in the role

as infantry transport.”

Ab Thi h h l d d f d

A more sophisticated superstructure has been fitted to this half track with roof railings to
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instructions to various workshops and, of
course, from additions added in the field.
The half-tracks were employed for many

years from the early 1950s even after the
introduction of the full tracked FV 432 which
was equipped with a hydraulic crane able to

reach the greater lifting heights required on
later and heavier main battle tanks. Whilst
in service the fitters vehicles were often
seen towing Sankey-built 1-ton single axle
trailers which would be loaded more often
than not with a replacement power pack for
stranded armoured vehicles.
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Above: Another image from Germany with a
different design superstructure. This one is
minus its jib. It is interesting to note the spare
wheel has been mounted further back than
normal. Fitters vehicles are known to have
towed the 1-ton trailer but this one has a WW2
10cwt GS trailer in tow.

BBellow: IIff onlly!! FFiive hhallff-ttrackks seen att a RRuddddiingtton aucttiion iin tthhe miidddd-1119996600s. TTwo are ffiitttters vehhiiclles wiitthh very ddiifffferentt
superstructures the closest being of a rather crude construction. The sand/green camouflage half-track has had its jib removed.

Left: A better image of the camouflage vehicle
which appears to be minus many fittings. It
was probably robbed to keep vehicles still
serving in running order. One has to wonder
where they all ended up after the sale.
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Below: Another image from Ruddington, this
half-track looks to be in excellent condition
with the metal sheet superstructure covered in
a canvas tilt.

Right: Another early restoration of a soft top
with folding jib seen here at Warnham War
Museum in Sussex in the early 1970s.

TThhiis one sttiillll surviives bbutt II bbelliieve iitt tto bbe iin a sorry sttatte att HHeaddcorn AAeroddrome iin KKentt. WWhhen
this image was taken it was in good working order acting as an aircraft crash rescue vehicle.

Above and below: During the early days of
military vehicle preservation a number of the
REME half-tracks were restored and shown at
rallies but of late very little has been seen of
these vehicles. This is a very early restoration
by the REME museum and is seen outside the
old museum building in the late 1960s.
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This rather optimistic plan which would
reduce the need for any more trucks
lasted right up until 9 March 1916 when
the Mexican bandit Pancho Villa and his
men attacked the town of Columbus in
New Mexico murdering eight US soldiers
and ten civilians. General Pershing was
put in charge of a punitive expedition to
chase down the bandit and bring him
to justice. The terrain was very difficult
for horses and the Mexican Government
understandably unhappy about a foreign

army operating in its country prevented the
expedition from using the railways. General
Pershing ordered the immediate purchase
of commercial trucks to help overcome
the logistics problem. These came from a
variety of different manufacturers and in
most cases were delivered directly from
the factory without having been tested by
the army. This was perhaps the least of
General Pershing’s concerns as most of
the drivers were completely inexperienced
with these trucks or with their operation in

such dreadful terrain. Just five months after
Pancho Villa crossed the border and into the
town of Columbus, the number of trucks
in US Army service had nearly trebled to
1050, but comprised 128 different makes
and models. As the Americans crossed
back over the border into New Mexico they
left many of their trucks behind. The lack
of standardisation created a spare parts
shortage which was keenly felt by those
tasked with keeping the trucks running
in such hostile terrain. Many trucks were
irreparable and had to be abandoned when
the campaign ended.

GREAT WAR
The United States declared war on Germany
on 6 April 1917. This was hardly a surprise
to many in the military and a programme
of motorisation had already commenced.

With war waging many thousands of miles away in Europe, the US wrestled
with the idea of motorisation. There was a very strong isolationist argument
saying that the United States should not get involved in any foreign wars and

even if there was an invasion the best way to move an army to counter it would be by
train and then use horses for the movement of guns and supplies from the railhead.
Although there were some visionaries who had identified the value of motor transport,
wholesale expansion into the use of trucks had been slow and by the start of 1916 the
US Army had just 370 trucks in service.

CHASING BAND
Tim Gosling traces the evolution of the US Heavy Aviation truck
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Photographed at the Army Cars Auction the Heavy Aviation
looked remarkably complete except for the missing front

bumper and the replica wooden bodywork.



In 1916 the US Quartermaster Corps had
been assigned the task of supplying all
mechanical and horse drawn transport for
the army with the exception of ‘specialist
vehicles’. Despite this, the different Corps
of the US Army (Engineers, Ordnance,
Medical, Quartermaster and Signal) all acted
independently and purchased their own
types of motor transport
under the auspices that
it was of a ‘specialist’
nature. The concept
behind this was good in
as much as it allowed
for the purchase of
vehicles to meet specific requirements
unique to that Corps, but the end result was
an exceptionally diverse fleet of vehicles. A
figure which is often quoted is that during
its time in Europe the US Army used 294
different makes and models of vehicles. One

of these vehicles that was procured in large
numbers directly by the Signal Corps was
the Heavy Aviation. It is questionable as to
whether it was indeed a specialist vehicle
or whether the Signal Corps was flexing
its muscles and acting independently from
Quartermaster Corps interference.

The US Army Signal Corps was created in

1860 with the aeronautical division (which
had the responsibility of operating powered
military aircraft) being formed in 1907. It
was renamed the Aviation Section of the
US Army Signal Corps on 18 July 1914, this
name lasting until May 1918 when it was

renamed the Air Service, United States Army.
Equipped with eight Curtiss JN3 aircraft

and supported by ten Jeffery trucks, one car
and six motorcycles the 1st Aero Squadron
travelled to the border to join General
Pershing’s search for Pancho Villa. The
aeroplanes were not a great success and
suffered badly from the heat. The propellers

had to be removed
when not in use and
stored in a humid
environment to stop
the glue which held
them together from
melting. The exposed

ring gear on the four wheel drive Jeffery
trucks wore badly in the dusty conditions
and many of them broke down. Due to the
poor equipment the Aviation Section had
little opportunity to achieve what had
been hoped from it, but in August 1916

“During its time in Europe the US
Army used 294 different makes and

models of vehicles.”

NDITS
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The missing wooden floor in the cab must make
it a little awkward to drive. The controls are
quite conventional but instead of an accelerator
pedal it has a sprung metal lever which the driver
has to push to the right with the side of his boot.

HHandd crankkiing tthhe 55771199cc engiine iis nott a ttaskk ffor tthhe ffaiintt hhearttedd. TTo makke matttters easiier tthhe
magneto was fitted with an impulse coupling which ‘winds up’ in order to create a greater spark.

AAAbbove: OOne off tthhe ffiirstt ttruckks usedd bby tthhe
AAviation Section of the Signal Corps was this
four-wheel drive Jeffery workshop truck. The
rather primitive open ring gear drive mechanism
of the Jeffery suffered very badly in the dusty
conditions and many had to be abandoned.
Left: Photographed in October 1918 at
Beauchamps this Heavy Aviation is towing a
stuck British-built Dennis out of a ditch.



it got a significant boost when it
received $13 million from Congress
followed by a further $640 million in July
1917. This would not just be spent on

the purchase of new aircraft but also in
establishing a comprehensive support
arm of equipment including purpose built
mechanical transport.

MADE TO MEASURE
Dissatisfied with the commercial trucks
that were available, the Air Service
commissioned the manufacture of two
trucks to their own design using proprietary
parts from different manufacturers. Both
models would look similar, with the 1½-ton
version being known as the Light Aviation
which looked like a scaled down version
of the 3-5-ton Heavy Aviation. The most
obvious difference between the two was
that the Light had pneumatic tyres while
the Heavy had solid tyres. Both versions
of the truck had the letters AS (Aviation
Section) cast into the top tank of the
radiator and drilled into the side of the cab
resulting in them regularly being referred to
as AS trucks.

The well-known engine manufacturer
Continental supplied the four- cylinder
engines, with the Heavy having a
5719cc Model E4 and the Light having
a 4621cc Model C2. The Edward G Budd
Manufacturing Company made the metal
body and the Budd Wheel Corporation
the cast disc wheels. It seems the firm
could not keep up with demand though as
wooden spoke wheels were also used.

Due to fears about sabotage the
assembly of these trucks was split
between several companies and by
November 1918 the Michigan-based
General Motor Truck Co, Paige Motor Car
Co, Republic Motor Truck Co and Denby
Motor Truck Co had built 1888, 480, 354
and 488 Light Aviation trucks respectively.
But of all these just 1829 made it to
Europe. Similarly, the construction of the
Heavy Aviation was split between the
United Motors Co, Federal Motor Truck
Co, Kelly Springfield Motor Truck Co,
Standard Motor Truck Co and Velie Motors
Corporation who built 188, 1000, 1725,
186 and 700 trucks respectively of which
2110 made it to France before the end of
the war.
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Built at the Molline (Illinois) factory of the Velie Motor Corp is this very fresh looking Heavy
Aviation. It has been clearly labelled Air Service on the chassis, the bonnet, the door and the cab
giving the impression that there was a concern of it being misappropriated.
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MMostt off tthhe HHeavy AAviiattiion ttruckks whhiichh arriivedd iin FFrance were ffiittttedd wiitthh tthhe sttanddarddiisedd
B Type body which was fitted to most 3-ton trucks. Just visible on the front wheel is the oval wheel
maker’s plate Budd. Like most trucks of this type it has been fitted with a large single spot light on
the scuttle.



SURVIVORS
You would think that with so many being
built there would be a good number of
survivors in preservation but sadly this is
far from the truth and only a handful
survive today. The first example I was
made aware of featured in Wheels and
Tracks magazine back in the 1980s when
a photograph appeared of a Heavy Aviation
standing outside a factory outlet in Nevada
looking rather forlorn. I can confirm that
nearly 35 years later it is in exactly the
same position, probably because while
looking complete the engine and gearbox
are missing. All is not lost, however, as
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BBuiilltt iin SSpriingffiielldd OOhhiio bby tthhe KKelllly SSpriingffiielldd CCorp tthhiis HHeavy AAviiattiion iis unddergoiing ttesttiing wiitthh
25,000lb of concrete and metal springs on the back. No wonder it appears to be sinking into the mud.

AAbbove: NNott easiilly iiddenttiiffiiabblle as suchh iis tthhiis compllettelly ddiismanttlledd LLiighhtt AAviiattiion whhiichh iis
being prepared for shipment to Europe in a crate. The parts have been labelled for the benefit of
the photographer. Below: This Heavy Aviation has a couple of design differences from the other
examples, having wooden spoke wheels as opposed to discs and a rather primitive cab roof which
is held up by four metal poles as opposed to the more common ‘pram iron’ roof.

Left: Unusually, this Heavy Aviation has
been fitted with a hydraulic tipper body.
The ram located behind the cab has two

cables running to metal spurs on each
side of the body in order to give it a

stable lift. The driver can even release the
tailgate without getting out of the cab!



a recently discovered Heavy Aviation in
Virginia has an engine and gearbox although
not much else. Possibly these two could
be mated together to make a complete
example? With the Americans disposing of

most of their trucks in France at the end of
the war, unsurprisingly most of the survivors
remain there although there seems to have
been little desire to restore them. There are
a couple of exceptions, of course, one of

which was recently recovered from a quarry
and is receiving a full ground up restoration
while the other, seen on page 50, was
sold at the Army Cars Auction in Holland.
Whoever the new owner is I do hope that
they take the opportunity to show this
incredibly rare and unusual vehicle. (Auction
photos courtesy of Hanno Spoelstra).
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Above: The Heavy Aviation made an ideal
platform for the specialist equipment required
by the Air Service. This example is a field
lighting set but another specific requirement
by the Air Service was for mobile dark rooms
to develop aerial photographs. Right: With the
side screens rolled up and the sides folded
down it can be seen how this truck was
used to carry an engine, generator and two
large drums of cable in order to power the 12
enormous lamps for airfield illumination.

AA ffreshhlly un-crattedd HHeavy AAviiattiion iis bbeiing
reassembled after having arrived in France
after its long journey across the Atlantic.

TThhee oonnllyy lliigghhttiinngg, tthhee ppaarraaffffiinn ssiiddee llaammppss mmaaddee bbyy AAddllaakkee, llooookk rraatthheerr iinnccoonnnggrruuoouuss oonn ssuucchh aa
large truck. The metal body is another product of Budd, but is a non-tipping version which would
require emptying by hand.

AAbove: Another example built by Kelly
Springfield. It clearly shows the letters ‘AS’
drilled into the side of the cab to help prevent
it being misappropriated. A problem more
commonly associated with Jeeps and GMC
trucks in WW2.

i i i
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Unit 6, Block E, Market Overton Industrial Estate, 
Market Overton, Rutland, LE15 7TP 

Tel: 01572 768363  Mob: 07808 962401 
Email: malcolmneal@talktalk.net 

30 years experience in cold metal stitching 
repairs to cracked and holed cylinder heads/
blocks/transmission casings - cylinder head 

overhaul - flywheel grinding

M&G Casting Repairs Ltd

www.mandgcastingrepairsltd.co.uk
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O U T A N D A B O U T W I T H C M V …

Above: A new lease of life has been given to the CVR(T) range. Right: Marilyn Monroe lookalike,
Marina Mae, in a post-war French-built Hotchkiss Jeep.

Tankfest 2016

This year’s Tankfest, held in the grounds of the Tank Museum over the
weekend of 25-26 June, proved a bigger success than usual with tickets
quickly selling out in advance for Saturday’s entertainment. And given the

star-studded line-up, it’s easy to understand why.
The display of Sherman tanks this time

included the M4A2E8 ‘Fury’, M4A2 ‘Lucy
SSSuuueee’’ aaannnddd ttthhheee MMM444AAA111 ‘‘OOOlllddd PPPhhhhyyylllllliiisss’’, wwwhhhiiiccchhh
joined with the museum’s TTTiger tank to
reassemble as the cast of ttthe 2014 film
Fury starring Brad Pitt. Mannny of the other

allllowedd one tto gett oriienttattedd andd hhave a
general look to see what was scheduled
iiinnn ttthhheee ppprrrooogggrrraaammmmmmmeee. TTThhheeennn, aaattt 111000.333555aaammm
each day’s programme of displays began
with Shock anddd Awe, featuring a trio of
Leopard 1 tankkks rumbling around the

vehicles have also made appearances in
other features and documentaries and
aaalllsssooo ppphhhhoootttooogggrrraaappphhheeeddd fffooorrr mmmaaannnyyy bbbooooookkksss. UUUnnnllliiikkkeee
humannn film stars, these celebrities do not
preen and pose.

The doors opened at 9am each ddday which

John Norris reports for CMV on the ultimate annual treat for tank enthusiasts

Below: High speed and heavy firepower made the Jackal
effective as a reconnaissance vehicle in Afghanistan.
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Caption to come

Caption to come

Above: The Jackal was used in Afghanistan.
Left: Huge in size but essential for keeping things
moving on the battlefield. Below: The Scimitar 2
uses the turret from a standard Scimitar fitted to
a Spartan CVR(T).
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arena to demonstrate speed and mobility.
As an opening, it had the desired effect of
grabbing everyone’s attention. Including this
opening display, the programme featured
an impressive 11 separate set-piece
presentations.

STILL IN SERVICE
The morning arena displays showed the
vehicles currently in service with the Britissh

Army and some of those which have been
recently retired from frontline service. This
included the Scimitar 2, Warrior 513 and 510
versions, along with the Terrier, Trojan, Titan,
AS90 SPG and the Challenger 2. They were
aallll ppuutt tthhrroouugghh tthheeiirr ppaacceess, wwhhiicchh iinncclluuddeedd
the Terrier armoured digger in service

with the Royal Engineers, digging up part
of the main arena and removing concrete
obstacles. The Titan bridge-layer, also used
by the REs, deployed its bridging equipment,
which thrilled the crowds by it immense size.
MMeeaannwwhhiillee, ootthheerr vveehhiicclleess wweerree ssppeeeeddiinngg
around to demonstrate mobility.

RIght: Titan unfolding its bridge which can span
gaps up to 24 metres. Below: Titan making easy
work of earth bank obstacle.
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Above: The Terrier is currently in service with the
Royal Engineers. Right: The Terrier can cope with
most things on the battlefield. Top: The Terrier
making light work of concrete obstacles.

STAR APPEARANCE
CMV regular David Fletcher arrived in the
arena in grand style, riding in a Rolls-Royce
armoured car, and from the back of the
vehicle he described the evolution of the
tank.

A short break in the programme allowed
the museum staff to make last minute
preparations for the afternoon’s displays,
which picked up the story of the tank with
CChhiieeffttaaiinn aanndd Challenger tanks to show what
was being useed during the Cold War period.

Abo e The Terrier is c rrentl in ser ice ith the

Left: The Challenger Armoured Repair & Recovery
Vehicle; CRARRV can easily recover Challenger 2.
Below: The CRARRV seen head on showing its
powerful size.

The Warrior sped around the arena and
after a few laps came to a halt. The rear
door opened and a section of infantry
emerged and, using battlefield tactics,
mounted an attack against a target. It was
one of those surprises which Tankfest is
known for and keeps quiet about until the
actual display. Then, when the action starts,
it grabs the attention. The demonstration
was under controlled conditions, but it
sshhoowweedd hhooww ssoollddiieerrss aarree ttrraaiinneedd aanndd tthhee
tactics they may be called on to use one day

if deployed into an operational area.
This set the scene and pace of

programme of displays in the main arena.
The morning part of the programme closed
with a display showing the evolution of the
tank from the Great War and comparing it
to the Challenger 2 which is currently in
service. The early tank was actually the
replica Mk IV ‘Male’ from the 2012 film War
Horse which was built for the production
uussiinngg ffaacciilliittiieess pprroovviiddeedd bbyy tthhee TTaannkk
Museum.
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In total there were 11 parts to the daily
programme amounting to more than four
hours of continuous displays by tanks and
other AFVs. As soon as one vehicle left the
arena another entered to take its pplace anndd
kkeepp upp tthhe action.

With its unique collection of tanks
and AFVs from around the world the
Tank Museum is able to present a truly
International display of vehicles. China,

Russia, America, Germany and Sweden
were all represented, spanning a period of
almost 80 years. The familiar and the not-
so-familiar all line up to satisfy all interests.
EEvveenn iiff tthheeyy hhaavvee bbeeeenn sseeeenn bbeeffore, tthhere
is alwayys somethingg new to be noticed. A
couple of the familiar types, such as the
Matilda II and Churchill, were conspicuous

by their absence, due to servicing and
mmmaaaintenance, but there was plenty of others
to mmore than compensate.

EYES ON THE TIGER
Thee Cold War vehicles included a mobility
secction entitled East versus West and
included a Type 72 and Chinese-built
Norinco Tyyppe 59 comppared to the American-
built M60 and the M110A1 SPG. This last
vehicle is technically artillery, but it served

Below: The Warrior recovery vehicle.

Top, above and left: Challenger 2 with latest in
camouflage covering. Top left: The Stormer CVR(T)
with Starstreak anti-aircraft missiles.
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the purpose and no one was going to
complain. However, for all this diversity it
is always the vehicles from WW2 which
people come along to see with the real show

stopper being the Tiger tank.
The Tiger had starred in the 2014 film

Fury and here it was along with its co-stars
the three M4 Sherman tanks; ‘Lucy Sue’,

‘Old Phyllis’, and ‘Fury’ itself, together in the
arena. The story of how the museum’s Tiger
was captured is well-known to enthusiasts,
but to the general public at large it is not

Above: The Warrior APC is currently in service with
the British Army. Left: Looking remarkably authentic
for a replica. Top: Comparing old and new to show
what 100 years of development achieved.

Right: The M16 half-track armed with quadruple
.50in calibre machine guns.
Below: CMV’s David Fletcher in the Rolls-Royce
armoured car.

Left: The Saladin armoured car always looks good.
Below: The Daimler Dingo is a popular vehicle with
owners and modellers alike.
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so familiar. So, for their benefit the grand
finale battle was a recreation of how it was
captured. Obviously the actual action could
not be recreated, but a good representation
showed something of the story.

Tiger tanks were sent to the North Africa
theatre of operations between November
1942 and March 1943, with the Bovington
Tiger being among some of the last of
the type to arrive. It was given the unit

was
ululdd
on

nuuumbering 131 and served with 504
Schwwweeerrreee HHHeeeeeerrreeesss PPPaaannnzzzeeerrraaabbbttteeeiiillluuunnnggg (((aaarrrmmmyyyy
heavy tank battalion) which tells us that it
served with Three Platoon of Number One
CCoommppaannyy ooff tthhaatt bbaattttaalliioonn. IItt wwaass ddeeppllooyyeedd
in action on 21 April 1943 at Medjez-el-Bab
where it engaged three Churchill tanks of
No.4 Troop, A Squadron of the 48th Royal
Tank Regiment. It was a fierce exchange
of fire during which the Tiger was hit, but

destroyed one of the Churchhhills. One of
ttthhheee rrreeemmmaaaiiinnniiinnnggg CCChhhuuurrrccchhhiiillllllsss mmmaaadddeee aaa ccchhhaaannnccceee
hit on the underside of the barrel of the
88mm gun, the shell ricocheted off to jam
iinn tthhee ssppaaccee bbeettwweeeenn tthhee hhuullll aanndd tthhee ttuurrrreett
thereby disabling it.

With the turret jammed the crew
abandoned the vehicle and left it intact on
the battlefield. The British Army consolidated
the area and the knocked out Tiger was
recovered from the battlefield by 104 Army
Tank Workshops of the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers and the 25th Tank
Brigade Workshops of the REME. It was

Above: The South African Buffel was an APC used
on reconnaissance patrols in the bush. Right: The
T-72 is a relic of the Cold War, but still in service.

Above: The unusual Malkara version of the
Humber Pig with anti-tank missiles. Left: It’s
hard to believe the tiny Matilda I saw service
during the Dunkirk campaign in 1940.
Below: The M110A1 SPG with 155mm gun puts
in a good appearance.
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taken back to Tunis on 24 May 1943, having
only been in the theatre of operations for
barely two months. On 2 June the prime
minister Winston Churchill and Anthony
Eden inspected the captured tank. On 18
June King George VI visited the area and
took a keen interest in the Tiger. It was

then decided to take it back to Britain as
an exhibit where it was displayed briefly at
Horse Guards Parade in London.

After the programme the Tiger display was
the perfect way to end a perfect show. We
at CMV would like to extend our gratitude
to all the staff at the Tank Museum for their

assistance and support which made our
visit so rewarding. The museum has a full
programme of other events throughout the
year and the date for next year’s show has
been released as being the 24-25 June
2017. Full details of all these events and
others news can be found on the website att::
www.tankmuseum.org.

Above: The Comet was a late-comer to the war
but continued to serve afterwards and saw
service in Korea. Above right: The Comet is now a
familiar sight at Tankfest. Below: The M18 Hellcat
Tank destroyer with its unit emblem and motto on
the hull; ‘Seek, Strike, Destroy’.

Abo e The Comet as a late comer to the ar

Above: The eponymous ‘Fury’ which starred in the film of the same name. Top right: The Kettenkrad
served with the German Army in Europe, Russia and Italy. Right: The Valentine was used in all theatres of
the war, including Russia and North Africa, and over 7000 were built.
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Right: Big and small, vehicles are the stars of
Tankfest and attract large crowds. Below: This
version of an armoured Jeep is a replica of a
design know to have been used in the war.
Left: The Stuart Light Tank served in all theatres
of the war from the Pacific to Europe.

Above: Over 70 years old and still going strong,
the Tiger looks good. Left: The Tiger is always an
impressive sight. Below: The Panzer III was the
mainstay of the armoured units being used in
Europe, Russia, Italy and North Africa.
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WWWatttchhh outtt fffor ttthhhese exciiitttiiinggg fffeatttures iiin nexttt month’s issue,,,
on sale 20 October 2016
W t h t f th iti f t i t

COMING IN NEXT
MONTH’S ISSUE...

REGULAR FEATURES
And don’t miss our regular features, including product reviews, forthcoming events, pages and pages of classifieds, the very best in military-vehicle
photography... and, as regular readers will be only too well aware, far more than we can list here!

These are just some of the features planned for the next issue, but circumstances outside our control may force last-minute changes. If this happens we will
substitute items of equal or greater interest.

John Norris spends a day with the French Army
Re-enactment Group (FARG)

BEAVERETTE MK IV
Standard Motor Club historian Phil Homer gets offered an
exclusive drive in a 1944 MK IV Standard Beaverette.

ON CONVOY!
We report from Armour and Embarkation 2016.

FRENCH CONNECTION

THE MIGHTY MATADOR
David Fletcher looks at
the various armoured
vehicles based on the AEC
Matador chassis.
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MILITARY-VEHICLE EVENTS
2016
September
WHEELS OF WAR
Date: Sat/Sun 24-25 Sept 2016
Location: Crewe Heritage Centre, Crewe, Cheshire
CW1 2DB
Contact: Steve Morris 07807 336576/
morris_sj@live.co.uk; www.cdmvc.co.uk

TANK EXPERIENCE DAY
Date: Fri 30 Sept 2016
Location: The Tank Museum, Bovington, Dorset
BH20 6JG
Contact: www.tankmuseum.org

November
BROOKLANDS MILITARY VEHICLE DAY
Date: Sun 20 Nov 2016

Location: Brooklands Museum, Brooklands Road,

Weybridge KT13 OQN

Contact: 01932 857381,

www.brooklandsmuseum.com

MILITARIA EVENTS, AUCTIONS, ETC
Government surplus sales
Witham Specialist Vehicles
Regular auctions of military vehicles and equipment are

held by Witham Specialist Vehicles throughout

the year at its Colsterworth, Lincolnshire site. Visit

www.mod-sales.com, or call 01476 861361 for

more details.

Ramco UK
Ramco UK is one of the largest outlets for the sale

of miscellaneous and government surplus. The

company holds tender sales each month from its

premises in Croft and Burgh – both in Lincolnshire.

Visit www.ramco.co.uk, or call 01754 880880 for

more details.

The major military-vehicle and militaria events
in the UK and around the world...

CLASSIC MILITARY VEHICLE October 2016

There are many military-vehicle rallies held in the UK
and elsewhere; only the larger events are listed here
but more appear in the major club magazines – or
look at www.milweb.net, www.mvpa.org, or
www.mvt.org. It is always wise to ensure an event is
still on before setting out on a long journey. CMV can

accept no liability for errors or omissions in this list.
Show organisers, please send details of your

event to ian.cushway@keypublishing.com or to the
editorial address at least eight weeks in advance.
Unfortunately we have space only for shows with
significant military-vehicle content.

h j ili hi l d ili i
IT’S SHOWTIME!
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FORTHCOMING MILITARIA
EVENTS 2016
September
CHELMSFORD MILITARIA FAIRS
Date: Sun 25 Sept 2016
Location: Marconi Social Club, Beehive Lane,
Chelmsford, Essex
Contact: James Aslett 07595 511981,
www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com

NORFOLK MILITARIA FAIRS – THETFORD
Date: Sun 25 Sept 2016
Location: Thetford Leisure Centre and
Waterworld, Croxton Road, Thetford IP24 1JD
Contact: 07596 436260,
www.norfolkfairs.com

October
GHQ MILITARIA FAIRS
Date: Sun 2 Oct 2016
Location: The Maltings, Farnham, Surrey
GU9 7QR
Contact: 07919 455799,
www.ghq.uk.com

HACK GREEN HANGAR SALE
Date: Sun 9 Oct 2016
Location: Hack Green Secret Nuclear Bunker,
near Nantwich, Cheshire
Contact: Lucy Siebert: lucy@hackgreen.co.uk

THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND MILITARIA ARMS &
ARMOUR FAIRS
Date: Sun 9 Oct 2016
Location: Historic Dockyard, Chatham, Kent
Contact: James 07595 511981,
www.chathammilitariafairs.co.uk

STRATFORD UPON AVON MILITARIA &
MEDAL FAIR
Date: Sun 30 Oct 2016
Location: Stratford Leisure and Visitor Centre,
Bridgefoot, Stratford Upon Avon, Warks
CV37 6YY
Contact: Mark Carter 01753 534777

CHELMSFORD MILITARIA FAIRS
Date: Sun 30 Oct 2016
Location: Marconi Social Club, Beehive Lane,
Chelmsford, Essex
Contact: James Aslett 07595 511981,
www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com

November
NORTHERN MILITARY EXPO
Date: Sun 6 Nov 2016
Location: Newark County Showground
NG24 2NY
Contact: Mark Askew 01302 739000,
www.northernmilitaryexpo.co.uk

ALDERSHOT MILITARIA & MEDAL FAIR
Date: Sun 6 Nov 2016
Location: Princes Hall, Princes Way, Aldershot, Hants
GU11 1NX
Contact: Mark Carter 01753 534777

THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND MILITARIA ARMS &
ARMOUR FAIRS
Date: Sun 13 Nov 2016
Location: Historic Dockyard, Chatham, Kent
Contact: James 07595 511981,
www.chathammilitariafairs.co.uk

MALVERN MILITARIA FAIR
Date: Sun 20 Nov 2016
Location: Three Counties Showground, Wye Hall,
Malvern
Contact: 01743 762266,
www.militaryconvention.com

YATE MILITARIA FAIR
Date: Sun 27 Nov 2016
Location: Yate Leisure Centre, Kennedy Way, Yate
nr Chipping Sodbury, Bristol BS37 4DQ
Contact: Mark Carter 01753 534777

December
CHELMSFORD MILITARIA FAIRS
Date: Sun 4 Dec 2016
Location: Marconi Social Club, Beehive Lane,
Chelmsford, Essex
Contact: James Aslett 07595 511981,
www.chelmsfordmilitaria.com

THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND MILITARIA ARMS &
ARMOUR FAIRS
Date: Sun 11 Dec 2016
Location: Historic Dockyard, Chatham, Kent
Contact: James 07595 511981,
www.chathammilitariafairs.co.uk

GHQ MILITARIA FAIRS
Date: Sun 18 Dec 2016
Location: The Maltings, Farnham, Surrey
GU9 7QR
Contact: 07919 455799,
www.ghq.uk.com

EVENTS 2017
January
CROYDON AIRPORT AVIATION & MILITARY
COLLECTORS FAIR
Date: Sun 8 Jan 2017
Location: Hallmark Hotel, Purley Way, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 4LT
Contact: David Sutton: 07973 885754,
davidsutton16@aol.com
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THE JEEP MA

This 1941 Ford GP is one for the true believer
at a very reasonable £22,000 – note how
uncluttered it is.

Hotchkiss M201 – unchanged since the French Army had them; looks good value at £9995.

At £21,000 this accessorised Jeep looks straight but may not appeal to the purist.

A friend recently bemoaned the
current price of Jeeps saying he
had never paid more than £200

for one. I had to remind him that he
bought his Jeeps in the late 1970s and
he had recently sold his last Jeep for
over £16,000. As well as having a good
return on it, he had enjoyed a lot of fun
with it. And that is actually most Jeep
owners incentive for buying – not the
investability but the fun factor.

In those heady days there were just a few
specialists who stocked parts for Jeeps,
notably Metamet in London. The uber
charming Mr Churlew would take great
delight in emptying our wallets, gleefully

telling us “You simply cannot get these any
more,” as he plonked boxed NOS parts on
the counter making it almost impossible to
say no to the Jeep treasure that lay hidden
within the mews.

Fast forward to the present day – a
project Jeep costs around £5000 upwards
and we have a whole industry to support
the thousands of military Jeeps in private
hands. Some NOS parts are still around but
every component is available to keep our
Jeeps rolling or to build one from scratch
if you really wanted to. And, nice as they
are, boxed original oil seals, brake rubbers
and gaskets are best kept as souvenirs
nowadays. They were never intended to last,

even in Cosmoline rust inhibitor, for 70 years
and for this type you are better off buying
good modern replacement parts for safety
and reliability. We have all struggled to free
a rotor arm from its original packaging to
find it’s already pitted with rust. In addition
to the well known replacement parts from
the MD Juan range, which have improved in
recent years as manufacturing techniques
have evolved, modern manufacture Seal
Tested parts are starting to appear again
thanks to Gustave Desmet in Belgium
(www.desmetjeep.com) who has bought the
rights to the name.

IF THE PRICE IS RIGHT
We see a wide differential in the price and
perceived value of Jeeps across the board.
It’s easy to think a Jeep is a Jeep and split
them into two distinct categories – wartime
and Hotchkiss. For many, a Hotchkiss that
has, with some detail modifications, been
painted to look like a wartime Jeep, is
perfectly acceptable and certainly as much
fun. And to be honest there would be far
fewer Jeeps still around if Hotchkiss had
never made them under licence. The flood
of Hotchkiss Jeeps sold off by the French
government stopped in 2009. Arguably
better with its 24V electrics, the M201 can
be a close competitor for the real thing and

JEEP SPEC IAL

Modern replacement brake parts from Jays
Jeeps should be a safer bet than 70 year-old
rubber seals.



Milweb’s Nigel Hay reports
on current Jeep values
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MARKET

we see periods of prices approaching
parity from time to time.

With far fewer project Jeeps now
coming onto the market, the majority of
what we now see for sale are older
restorations – and some of those have
had several full restorations – so in some
cases much of the
originality is lost.

For Jeep purists,
their hunt for the
right Jeep involves
the provable date of
delivery, matching
chassis and engine. This, of course, is a
challenge as so many Jeeps from Europe
have been rebuilt several times during
their military service. Jeeps found in the
USA do seem to have a greater chance of
matching numbers as they haven’t been
through the post-war rebuild programme
at Maltournée in France – which resulted

in the biggest mix up of Jeep units you
could imagine.

Some aficionados want a slat grille Jeep,
or a Ford or Willys Script body. Some prefer
a Jeep within a range of chassis numbers,
to reflect particular changes or production
features. The purist certainly wants a clean,

aesthetically pleasing Jeep with as many
original parts as possible, unspoilt by over
accessorising which, of course, includes the
increasingly popular canvas shovel covers,
mirror covers and spare wheel covers which
I absolutely defy anybody to find a period
photo of – as far as I am aware they never
existed in WW2 or even afterwards!

WORTHWHILE INVESTMENT?
We all know the wartime Jeep in its
wartime or Hotchkiss form, is the most
iconic military vehicle of all time but it
is also one of the most practical to own.
You can fit it into the smallest garage and
depending on your marital situation and
the size of the doors get it into your house.
And it is, of course, affordable to own, run

and maintain.
With prices

generally between
£5000 (for a
project) and
£18,000 does it still
represent a wise

investment? Well, that depends on what
you paid for it, what you spent on it and
ultimately what you sell it for. But those
who bought reasonable Jeeps at under
£10,000 a few years ago, should see them
fetching upwards of £15,000 now. Put the
same money in the bank for six years and
you won’t even notice the increase.

“The purist certainlywants a clean,
aesthetically pleasing Jeepwith asmany

original parts as possible.”

WHAT ADDS VALUE TO YOUR JEEP
• Matching numbers and still having an original body can make

a tangible difference.
• Attention to the mechanical aspects as well as the

appearance.
• Good quality and correct paint finish with minimum markings.
• Good quality canvas throughout.
• Attention to detail.
• A current MoT. Although unfortunately this is no longer

obligatory in the UK, an MoT certificate shows that the owner
is keeping his/her Jeep to a safe standard.

WHAT REDUCES VALUE AND MAKES IT
HARDER TO SELL
• Flags, bunting and every accessory you can possibly fit onto

it. Experience shows that if you offer a Jeep for sale with all

the clutter removed, it gets a better response. You’ll be able to
sell it all separately.

• Bad choice of stencils – there are now more Jeeps marked
up as Band of Brothers than the entire 101st Airborne had in
1944. Other units fought in WW2.

• Metric nuts and bolts.
• Varga girls and slogans painted on the body. Not everyone

likes these, they were fairly rare in WW2 – even the US Army
had a fair degree of discipline and decorating Jeeps was not
allowed. Those that were decorated were normally just
outline drawings or slogans in either chalk or white paint.
The troops even in the rear echelons simply didn’t have
suitable paint. Several sellers have told us that a prospective
buyer was put off by his wife taking exception to a scantily
clad lady plastered on the windscreen surround, resulting in a
no-sale.

Above and left: At £5000 this '42 Ford Script
sold quickly – a viable project.



* Engine capacity figure refers to vehicle as introduced; other engine capacities used during production run.
** Includes civilian production.

Note
This guide is not intended to be comprehensive – at present it covers only the most popular collectors’ vehicles. Similarly, the figures given are
not valuations and do not necessarily reflect condition – they have been derived from the asking prices for vehicles recently advertised in Classic
Military Vehicle magazine and on MILWEB. But remember that the price at which a vehicle was advertised is no guarantee that it sold at this
price... or that it sold at all.

The effect of VAT on prices has been excluded so if you are buying from a dealer you must ensure that you understand what you will pay in total.
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Compiled by Nigel Hay

VEHICLE COUNTRY YEAR ENGINE: CAPACITY; APPROX ASKING PRICES:

OF ORIGIN OF ORIGIN CYLINDERS; FUEL PRODUCTION LOW HIGH AVERAGE TREND

SOFT-SKIN VEHICLES
AM General HMMWV USA 1984 6200cc; V8; diesel (on-going) £29,000 £45,000 £37,000 –

Austin Champ, FV1801 UK 1952 2838cc; 4; petrol 12,150 £5400 £6000 £5700 –

Bedford MK/MJ, FV13800 UK 1970 5420cc; 6; diesel 50,000 £2250 £5000 £3500

Bedford RL, FV13100 UK 1952 4927cc; 6; petrol 73,150 £4500 £4750 £4625 –

Dodge WC51, WC52 USA 1942 3770cc; 6; petrol 141,075 £7000 £8200 £7600

Dodge WC54 ambulance USA 1942 3770cc; 6; petrol 26,000 £9500 £13,250 £13,100 –

Dodge WC55-WC58 command USA 1942 3770cc; 6; petrol 37,000 £14,000 £21,000 £19,500

Dodge WC62, WC63, WC64 USA 1942 3770cc; 6; petrol 43,000 £7000 £9500 £8305

GMC CCKW USA 1941 4416cc; 6; petrol 562,750 £4200 £8500 £6140

Jeep M151 USA 1960 2319cc; 4; petrol 175,500 £5000 £9615 £6197 –

Hotchkiss Jeep M201 France 1957 2199cc; 4; petrol 14,500 £9950 £14,000 £11,486

Jeep M38, M38A1 USA 1952 2199cc; 4; petrol 100,000 £5995 £8995 £7872

Jeep MB/GPW USA 1941 2199cc; 4; petrol 627,000 £14,995 £21,000 £17,299

Land Rover Defender 90/110 UK 1983 2506cc; 4; diesel; – £3995 £7000 £5399

and others

Land Rover 101 forward-control UK 1971 3500cc; V8; petrol 2675 £4500 £9000 £6500

Land Rover Lightweight UK 1966 2286cc; 4; petrol 14,000 £5000 £8700 £7298 –

Land Rover Wolf (incl replicas) UK 1996 2506cc; 4; diesel – £7000 £15,500 £9785

Land Rover Series II/IIA UK 1958 2286cc; 4; petrol; 858,051** £10,000 £10,000 £10,000

and others

Land Rover Series III UK 1971 2286cc; 4; petrol; 510,276** £3000 £4995 £3326

and others

M35 (etc) 2½-ton 6x6, G742 USA 1951 5425cc; 6; diesel 15,000 £9200 £10,000 £9600

WHEELED ARMOURED VEHICLES

Daimler Ferret, FV700 UK 1952 4255cc; 6; petrol 4500 £15,000 £21,500 £18,166

TRACKED ARMOURED VEHICLES

Alvis CVR(T) series, FV100 UK 1971 4200cc; 6; petrol* 3500 £14,000 £27,750 £17,750

GKN FV432 (Mk 2), FV434 UK 1962 6570cc; 6; diesel 3000 £12,500 £15,000 £13,750

Vickers Abbott (Mk 2), FV433 UK 1966 6570cc; 6; diesel 500 £10,000 £26,000 £18,000 –

MOTORCYCLES
Harley-Davidson WLA, WLC USA 1939 740cc; V2; petrol 78,000 £9000 £14,500 £11,750

TRAILERS
¼-ton (for WW2 Jeep) – – – – £850 £1100 £985

¾-ton British (for Land Rover) – – – – £275 £500 £381

THE MILITARY-VEHICLE PRICE GUIDE



SUBSCRIBERS CALL FOR YOUR £1.00 DISCOUNT! SUBSCRIBERS CALL FOR YOUR £1.00 DISCOUNT!

Free P&P* when you order online at
www.keypublishing.com/shop

Call UK: 01780 480404
Overseas: +44 1780 480404

Monday to Friday 9am-5:30pm

JUST £5.99  FREE P&P*
*Free 2nd class P&P on all UK & BFPO orders. Overseas charges apply. 

688/16

The United States Army Air Force is a 
modelling subject rich with colour and 
interest. This 100-page publication, from 
the team behind Airfi x Model World, seeks 
to inspire and inform on the building of 
classic USAAF types, with a wealth of 
useful techniques and up-to-date kits in 
1/72, 1/48 and 1/32 scales. Also provided 
are history and reference articles which 
offer vital camoufl age and markings 
information, as well as rare period images 
to help get those little details just right.
 
 FEATURING:

RED TAIL RAIDER - An in-depth build 
and improvement of Tamiya’s 1/32 scale 
P-51D, in Tuskegee Airmen colours.

PACIFIC GUNSHIP - Academy’s 1/48 scale 
B-25G Mitchell is fi nished as an aircraft 
based on the Marshall Islands in 1944.

SOUTHERN SUPREMOS - We examine the 
history of the Ninth Air Force units on 
England’s south coast, in the build-up to, 
during and after D-Day.

AND MUCH MORE!

The United States Army Air Force is a 
modelling subject rich with colour and 
interest. This 100-page publication, from 
the team behind 
to inspire and inform on the building of 
classic USAAF types, with a wealth of 
useful techniques and up-to-date kits in 
1/72, 1/48 and 1/32 scales. Also provided 
are history and reference articles which are history and reference articles which 
offer vital camoufl age and markings 
information, as well as rare period images 
to help get those little details just right.

 FEATURING:

RED TAIL RAIDER
and improvement of Tamiya’s 1/32 scale 
P-51D, in Tuskegee Airmen colours.

PACIFIC GUNSHIP
B-25G Mitchell is fi nished as an aircraft B-25G Mitchell is fi nished as an aircraft 
based on the Marshall Islands in 1944.

AND MUCH MORE!

SOUTHERN SUPREMOS
history of the Ninth Air Force units on 
England’s south coast, in the build-up to, 
during and after D-Day.

SOUTHERN SUPREMOS
history of the Ninth Air Force units on 
England’s south coast, in the build-up to, 
during and after D-Day.

£5.99

 An                             Special An                             Special An                             Special An                             Special An                             Special ORDER DIRECT
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JEEPS / LAND ROVERSBOOKS AND MANUALS

To advertise in
the  FREE ADS just 

� ll in the form on 
page 78.

CLASSIC MILITARY VEHICLE 
MAGAZINES, every copy to date from 
number one, buyer collects £5, also 
432 manuals (2) £20, various ‘Janes’ , 
weapons, vehicles and ammo, books, 
barbed wired cutters in webbing belt 
pouch etc S Yorks 07711956049  SB56236

“WHEEL AND TRACKS” a complete 
set if this classic magazine previously 
advertised, if no one wants these soon, 
they are going to the skip tel 0114 
2361124 S Yorks  SB56134

BEDORD ‘O’ SERIES 28HP, 1939 
- 1950 WORKSHOP MANUAL, 
all models covers all 28hp engine, 
body, transmission, brakes, electrics, 
the whole lot, inc scammell equip, 
trailer as new, £25 + P&P Northants 
07999359176 SB55843

MILITARIA / MISC

AIRFIX KITS 1/35 SCALE - 
DODGE

Dodge weapons carrier, 

Dodge personnel carrier 

£48 each including p&p 

ring after 6pm 

Tel: 01280 701266 SB
55

10
7

MILITARY MODEL IN 
1/43 SCALE

International M16 aircraft gun, 
white M3 halftrack, diamond M3A 

howitzer white M3 scoot car, 
diamond T90 transporter 
with cadillac M60 tank, 

please call for price after 6pm 
Tel: 01280 701266 SB

55
10

7

LISTER JP4 ARMY GENERATOR 
on original trailer, £4500 
Phone 07774688715   SB5583

PARACHUTE REGIMENT 
CAP BADGE

Kingscrown MNF re-enamel 

London size 4.5x3.5 inchs bar � xing 

£48 inc p&p, 

Surrey 

07534431198 SB
55

63
1

MILITARIA / MISC

SPITFIRE ASHTRAY ON 
MARBLE TRAY

Les Francais De Grande Bretagne on 
base, General De Gaulle on side of 

plane prop & decals, cham on brass 
£195.00, 

Surrey  
Tel: 0208 3997541 SB

55
23

0

MORTAR BOMB 1980’S 
PLASTIC CARRIER 

British army 81mm double 
mortar bomb plastic carrier, 

with carrying strap,  
£20.00

West Sussex 
Tel: 07526715335 SB

55
23

3

BRITISH ARMY MK4C 1980 
MINE DETECTOR

complete in box, expandable 
handle, search head, head phones, 

should work well with 
new batteries. 

£70.00
West Sussex 

Tel: 07526715335 SB
55

23
7

SERIES 3 LIGHTWEIGHT, 
1976

Registered as civilian vehicle in 
2002. MOT until September 2017. 
Heater working. 24V system with 

canvas. In good condition, 
£5,500 ono, Hampshire, 

Tel: 01489 481523, 
Email: kay.miller@ntlworld.com SB

55
35

6

LAND ROVER OWNER 
CLUB BADGE

yellow/green enamel on chrome 

size 2.5x4” mint condition 

£30 inc p&p, 

Surrey 

07968659967 SB
55

69
6

FOR SALE

Two 1943 O�  cers chairs, £25 each. 
Folding arm chain saw1935 £38. 

Two steel ammunition boxes 
1956 £35 each. 

Wooden ammunition box £25. 
Two gallon petrol cans £15 each. 

West Sussex, 01403 864164 SB
55

84
7

LAND ROVER
PERENTIE 6X6

Direct from The Australian Armed 
Forces, Choice of vehicles in The 

UK, excellent condition, 6x6, Isuzu 
3.9 diesel, PAS, rust free. Including 

UK registration, MOT & service
Website :- www.exmod.co.uk
E mail :- sales@exmod.co.uk

Tel: 01562 730404 SB
53

70
8

LAND ROVER
110 PERENTIE 4X4

Direct from Australian Armed Forces, 
Choice of  FFR & Cargo vehicles In The 

UK, excellent condition, galvanised 
chassis, Isuzu 3.9 diesel, rust free. 

Including UK registration, MOT & service
Website :- www.exmod.co.uk
E mail :- sales@exmod.co.uk

Tel: 01562 730404 SB
53

70
8

MODEL KITS

2A LWB FFR 
1967

original and straight ex project 
vehicle comes with radio table 

battery box spares etc and personal 
kit, webbing etc available by 

negotiation, email or call for details 
£8000 ono, Essex, 07760 245593 

mickb@aol.com SB
56

07
4

HOTCHKISS M201 JEEP, 1960, Rest 
WM Galliers ex con, 9400kms £14,750 
Dorset 07768 846948   SB6176

WARTIME STEEL 
GRENADE CANISTER 

Stencilled ‘Grenades’ and heavily 
embossed “ P59 - JSB - 1943” in 

excellent condition Add something 
unusual to your kit list for shows. 

£12. Richard 01842-819969 

(West Norfolk) SB
55

69
7

TWO 1943 OFFICERS CHAIRS, £25 
each, folding arm chain saw1935 £38, 
two steel ammunition boxes 1956 £35 
each, wooden ammunition box £25, 
two gallon petrol cans £15 each, 
West Sussex, 01403 864164          SB55847

WHEELS AND TRACKS MAGAZINE 
AND MILITARY BOOKS. Email: 
aroeckel@hotmail.com SB56270

CMV free ads SEPT16.indd   76 01/09/2016   09:48
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MOTORCYCLES & CYCLES

AUSTIN K9, 
1953

A lot of work on it, some new bits 
on it. Trailer included, not running at 
moment. Tax exemot, mot exempt. 

Welcome to o� ers £4000 ono. 

Tel: 07546468239 SB
56

28
3 

 

1990 SIDE LOADING FORKLIFT 
TRUCK

Ford 4D Diesel weighs 
seven ton lifts four ton. 
Power steering, brakes, 

£2750 ono, 
She�  eld,

Tel: 01142 686354 SB
55

22
7

BEDFORD MWD 1944, 
15 CWT general service truck, ex. 
Mann Lamanva, very original, good 
mechanically, Normandy twice on the 
Button, £8500 Firm 07584 824079 or 
01865 874534 for details          SB55214

1954 COLD WAR STIRRUP 
PUMP

excellent condition with spare 
pump £40 p.p German signal 

touch complete with sides 
and instructions 

£60 p/p same as WW2, 
Essex, 

Tel: 01255 812148     SB
55

27
9 

 

1960S 
MINE DETECTOR

refurbished for gulf war, complete 
with transic case £40 

WW2 fuel can, 1945 as seen 
some � eldwork, but still 
good condition £25 p/p, 

Essex, 
Tel: 01255 812148     SB

55
27

9 
 

VEHICLES AND PARTS

TASKERS 1940’S, Tasker Queen Mary 
trailer, BTC, Ritting type towing, 
Hants 07802 604407  SB55864

SPARES

OTHER

GERMAN CARRY CAN 
FOR MG13 

complete with 8 magazines 
in mint condition, all dated 

1938 with eagle 
£65 plus p&p, 

Essex, 
Tel:  01255 812148      SB

55
27

9 
 

SOFT SKIN VEHICLES

SIGNS

ENAMEL 
SIGN

not tin vitreous steel. 12 inch x 8 
inch for your workshop: Notice only 
the authorised attendant permitted 

to enter. Brown & yellow enamel 
£45 + P&P, 

Surrey,
Tel: 0208 3997541  SB

55
25

2

1994 
FORD F350 

7.2 diesel auto 4x4 military naval 
o�  cers car in grey with grey 

pvc seats, just recently had a full 
professional paint job, in original 
condition with no rust and never 
welded, full services, too much 

spec to list, drives faultlessly 
£10,995 ono 

Tel: 07527527130 SB
55

21
7

www.keypublishing.com

EXCELSIOR CONSORT, 
1957

great condition 
98cc Villiers engine, 

new tyres, 
MOT and tax exempt, 

got V5C, 

Tel Howard on 07817409645 SB
55

83
8

BEDFORD QL WHEELS, 
1942

 Two Bedford QL wheels 
with Tyres in good order. 

Buyer collects, 
£150, 

Tel: 07801 442626, 
Cheshire SB

55
38

8

1950, PERKINS P6 DIESEL heat 
exchanger, good condition, buyer 
collects £25, Wilts 01793 876173                       
                      SB55844

LUCAS DU42, 1940’S. Genuine head 
light,complete bulbs, switch, blackout 
mask, swap for 1950’s type 7” lamp or 
sell for best o� er. Could post at cost 
(eyeball only for swap). South Yorkshire, 
Tel: 07711 956049. SB55357

MODEL KITS

PLASTIC KITS IN 
1/35 SCALE

selling plastic kits in 1/35 scale, 
155mm Holizer £38, 

gaz 67B £35, 
prices inclusive of post 

ring after 6pm. 
Tel: 01280 701266 SB

55
21

9

TRACKED VEHICLES

M29C WEASEL 
FLOAT TANKS

 front and rear. For restoration. 
Sell to best o� er, more pics 

available 

jeep_tom@hotmail.com 
+46730596607 SB
56

08
6

42 CANADIAN 6 CYLINDER ENGINE 
1942, I have a complete engine with 
cylinder head and crankshaft, push rods, 
pistons seized, has laid in my workshop 
for about 20 years, collect only, good 
bloc, Norfolk 01485 520303           SB56106

STUDEBAKER M29C 
WEASEL

 project, for restoration.  
Sell to best o� er. Spares also 
available, more pics available

jeep_tom@hotmail.com 
+46730596607 Sweden SB

56
08

6

FORDSON 1956-1961 
DINKY AMBULANCE 

No 626 MNF Meccano Ltd, 

original toy 

£40 post free, 

07850 313669 SB
56

19
8

TOY MILITARIA 

To advertise in the FREE ADS just � ll in the form and send to: 
CMV Free Ads, Key Publishing, 

PO Box 100, Stamford, Lincs PE9 1XQ
Call: 01780 755131     Fax: 01780 757261

Email:   cmvads@keypublishing.com
Visit our website:   www.keypublishing.com
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WANTED
VEHICLES AND PARTS

VINTAGE/CLASSIC CARS OR 
MOTORCYCLES WANTED IN ANY 
CONDITION. Good price paid and 
prompt collection. Also wanted any 
vintage parts, motoring/garage related 
items, equipment, signs and motoring 
memorabilia. Workshops/sheds cleared. 
Tel: 07788 961514 SB56273

WANTED FOR 1942 WILLYS JEEP, 
tool box lid and trailer light cable, 
female socket that � ts to rear body 
panel. Tel: 0776601360136           SB54434

#
CLASSIFIED COUPON

HEADING (Please tick one below)

 For Sale         Wanted

SUB HEADING (Please tick one below)

 Artillery (no hand guns)

 Books & Manuals
 Jeeps & Land Rovers
 Militaria & Misc
 Model Kits
 Motorcycles & Cycles
 Services

 Soft Skin vehicles
 Spares
 Tracked Vehicles
 Trailers & Towing
 Vehicles & Parts
  Other (Please state)
       ________________

YOUR DETAILS
Name: ______________________________________

Address: ____________________________________
____________________________________________ 

Town: __________________ County: _____________

Postcode: ____________ Country: _______________

Tel:* ________________________________________
(*Please include international dialling code if outside UK)

Email: ______________________________________

ADVERTISEMENT DETAILS 
(PLEASE WRITE IN CAPITAL LETTERS)
Make & Model: ________________________________
Year: ________________   Price: __________________ 

Main text (30 words max.): _______________________
_____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
County: _______________Country: _______________

Ad contact number: __________________________
Email: ______________________________________

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE
*This is a free of charge service for private sellers only. All trade advertisements will be charged.

Key Publishing has the right to refuse any advertisement.  We will only run free of charge adverts for weapons etc if 
proof of deactivation can be supplied. We cannot guarantee which issue of Classic Military Vehicle magazine your 

advertisement will appear in. Each advertisement will have a maximum of 30 words and we reserve the right to 
sub-edit or not publish any advertisements that exceed this limit. Any pictures submitted will not be returned and will 
become the copyright of Key Publishing Limited. Emailed digital photos must be in Jpeg format. Key Publishing does 
not accept any liability for any errors in any advertisement published. Advertisements may appear online or within 

any digital format at any time. By submitting your advertisement you agree to these terms and conditions.

THE FREE MARKETPLACE FOR ALL THINGS MILITARY!* (NO TRADERS)   •   TRADE ADVERTISERS PLEASE CALL +44 (0)1780 755131

Reach a dedicated audience of ‘Classic Military Vehicle’ enthusiasts by placing your advertisement here - FOR FREE! 
You can include a colour photograph and we’ll run your advertisement for up to ‘TWO ISSUES’.

Just � ll in the coupon below and return to: CMV Free Ads, Key Publishing, PO Box 100, Stamford, Lincs PE9 1XQ
Or Tel: +44 (0)1780 755131 • Fax: +44 (0)1780 757261 (we advise not to send photographs via fax)

Email: cmvads@keypublishing.com • Website: www.keypublishing.com

Reach a dedicated audience of ‘Classic Military Vehicle’ enthusiasts by placing your advertisement here - 
You can include a colour photograph and we’ll run your advertisement for up to ‘TWO ISSUES’.

MILITARIA/MISCBOOKS / MANUALS
WORKSHOP MANUAL / DRIVERS 
MANUAL for Humber 1 Ton FV1600 
Series. Wanted:1 Ton Radio or GS Truck. 
Tel: 07779 470957. Notts.              SB53838

SCAMMELL PIONEER, 1943. Wanted 
complete front windows or brackets 
to open windows. Side indicator or 
drawnings of same. Front rollers for 
winch rope. Tel: 07740 042079, 
N Ireland  SB53839

WANTED JEEPS WILLYS, FORD AND 
HOTCHKISS Any condition considered 
www.willysjeepuk.co.uk 
Phone: 01548 521278                     SB56207

FORD GP JEEP
1942

Help any info PLEASE. YYD 861
I saved this jeep from scrap yard 

in 1961, rebuilt and ran for 2 years 
any whereabouts, or present owner 

please contact Roy.  
Phone: 01932 769676  Surrey.
Email: hopkinsj4@sky.com

FRONT AXLE FOR 1940’S/EARLY 
50’S AUSTIN K2 2TON TRUCK. 
Complete with stub axles and back 
plates. W.H.Y Tim 07791 484621.

PANHARD VBL SCOUT CAR. Wanted, 
Panhard vehicle Blinde Legere (VBL) 
“ULTRAV” short wheel base model. 
Must be in good condition.
Phone: 0786 7780484 Hants.

VEHICLES AND PARTS

AS
10

91
93

WANTED 
JEEPS

Willys, Ford and Hotchkiss 

Any condition Considered

 www.willysjeepuk.co.uk

Phone: 01548 521278

JEEPS & LANDROVERS

To advertise in
the  FREE ADS just 

� ll in the form 
below

CMV free ads SEPT16.indd   78 01/09/2016   09:49
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www.classiclandrover.com

For Classic Land Rover 
Enthusiasts

 October issue AVAILABLE NOW from  and other newsagents
then on sale every fi rst Wednesday of the month*

Requirements for app: registered iTunes account on Apple iPhone 3G, 3GS, 4S, 5, 6, 6s, iPod Touch or iPad 1, 2 or 3, iPad Air, iPad Mini. Internet connection required for initial 
download. Published by Key Publishing Ltd. The entire contents of these titles are © copyright 2016. All rights reserved. App prices subject to change.*UK On sale date. 

iPhone & iPad Android

PC & Mac Blackberry Windows 10

READ ON

Visit                           for more information

Windows 10Windows 10 kindle fi re

ALSO 
AVAILABLE TO 
DOWNLOAD

FREE APP
IN APP ISSUES £3.99

SEARCH
CLASSIC LAND ROVER

October issue includes:
THE LANDY FLYER
A Series III 88in train with two carriages 
and 36 seats
 
SUMMER OF ’69
A Solihull-made 4x4 and a Huddersfield-
made tractor
 
REBORN IN LODE LANE
Series One Land Rovers being painstakingly 
rebuilt in the Lode Lane, Solihull factory
 
CARPE DIEM
Part one of restoring the now rare, limited 
edition, twodoor CSK Range Rover Classic
 
BERWYN UP WELL
Emrys Kirby greenlaning in North Wales in 
his 80in

JUST £4.30
Limited Edition New Zealand Land Rover Books

COMPETITION!

Classic Land Rover is an exciting monthly 
magazine dedicated to Series and the classic 
Land Rovers. Written by enthusiasts, it is the 
complete guide to buying, owning, running, 
driving, repairing, modifying and restoring pre-
nineties Land Rovers and Range Rover classics. 

Limited Edition New Zealand Land Rover Books

Or call UK 01780 480404
Overseas +44 1780 480404
Lines open 9.00-5.30, Monday-Friday 

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK 
Search Classic Land Rover Magazine

FIND US ON TWITTER 
@CLReditor

Alternatively, you can order 
your copy or subscribe at:
www.keypublishing.com/shop

837 CLR latest fp.indd   79 31/08/2016   14:19
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SERVICES

SERVICES

CLOTHING

REFINISHING

VEHICLE PARTS

GREEN MACHINE SURPLUS

Tel:01782 729112
Email: Enquiries@greenmachinesurplus.com

Visit our online shops:
www.greenmachinesurplus.com
www.vintagemvmanuals.co.uk

Specialising in military and commercial
vehicle spares and manuals

Find
us on

MAINTENANCE
ENGINE & GEARBOX REBUILDS

RESTORATION WORK
MOT WORK

GRIT BLASTING
PAINTING

TRANSPORT
VEHICLES FOR FILMWORK

DRIVING SERVICES

Tel: Barry 07747 466 296 or
Email:

Whitedellengineering@icloud.com
Fareham, Hampshire

http://www.facebook.com/militaryvehiclerepairs

Whitedell
engineering ltd

CHRIS MORTER
BEDFORD SPARES

MW, OY, QL, K M O, A D & J type,
S type, RL, early TK.

28hp & 214 reconditioned engines.
Brake, clutch, engine, electrical & service parts.
Transfer/gearboxes, exhausts, water pumps,
petrol pumps, carburetters, gaskets, etc.

Windscreen & Cab Rubbers.
J type Cab Panels.

Many other original parts available
VINTAGE MILITARY VEHICLE SPARES

01953 602581
morter766@btinternet.com

www.vintagebedfordspares.com

Steering Wheel Restorationing Wheheheeeheheeheeeheheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeleeeleeleleeeleleeleleeeleeeleelleeeeeeeeeeeee Restor

Steering wheel restttoration, vintage to
modern cars, tractors, lorries, buses, boats.

Bluemels, Celluloid, Bakelite, Wood & Plastic.
tel: +44 (0)1843 844962

www.SteeringWheelRestoration.co.uk

M.G.M HAULAGEM.G.M HAULAGE
Specialist mover of Classic Trucks, Coaches,

International haulage etc
Established 1952

Unit No 3
North Hill Saw Mill Yard,
Baddesley Road
Flexford
Southampton
Hants
SO52 9BH

MALCOLM 07802 604407
TERRY 07500 927987

FAX 0238 0252020

VICTORY IMPORTS AND CUSTOMS CAN RESPRAY YOUR
MILITARY VEHICLE TO A VERY HIGH STANDARD.

VICTORY IMPORTS AND CUSTOMS
(Stateside Group Ltd)
Unit 4, Lodge Farm,
Tadmarton Heath Road
Hook Norton, Banbury,
Oxfordshire OX15 5DQ
E: victory-imports@outlook.com
T: 07837 788334

We can also offer a complete service,
from minor scratch or dent repair to a
complete strip down and rebuild of
damaged parts including panel

replacement.

We can offer full resprays to suit all budgets, from a bare metal respray to aa ffllaatt ddown
mask and paint we can offer all finishes and paint types, using only the highest quality
products. All Shades of Military Olive drab are available, from Nato Green, British 298,

US Army OD or we can mix to spec if required. We also have electronic colour
matching software to get the correct shade from a sample if required.

BEFORE AFTER

NOVEMBER 2016 ISSUE
COPY DEADLINE: 29TH SEPTEMBER ON SALE: 20TH OCTOBER

CALL: 01780 755131
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Free P&P* when you order online at
www.keypublishing.com/shop

Call UK: 01780 480404 
Overseas: +44 1780 480404

Monday to Friday 9am-5:30pm

JUST £1.99 FREE  P&P* 
*Free 2nd class P&P on all UK & BFPO orders. Overseas charges apply. 

OR

ORDER DIRECT!
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A British invention born out of the 
stalemate of the Great War, the 
‘Tank’ has become a key element 
on the modern battle� eld that is 
both feared and respected on all 
sides. Since those early days when 
the tanks were little more than 
thinly armoured boxes, the modern 
Main Battle Tank has evolved into 
a sophisticated armoured � ghting 
vehicle that is highly mobile, well 
protected and heavily armed. 

In this 100-page special we take a look at 
ten of the most important tanks to have 
been produced since their introduction to 
the battlefield in 1916 including: 

BRITISH MARK V TANK 
Not the � rst tank to be � elded in WW1, but the � rst to 
give control of the vehicle to just one man.

FRENCH RENAULT FT17 TANK 
The � rst tank to use a turret, setting the pattern for 
most future tank designs for decades to come.

AMERICAN SHERMAN
The WW2 Sherman was the � rst tank to be designed to 
be mass-produced and went on to serve with armies all 
over the world, lasting well into the 20th Century.

GERMAN TIGER 1
The � rst of the ‘Heavy Tanks’ with near impenetrable 
armour, which established it as the most feared tank

BRITISH CHALLENGER 
The � rst of the modern British MBTs to use the new high-
tech, British-developed ‘Chobham’ laminated armour and 
still the British Army’s current Main Battle Tank. 

AND MORE!

Not the � rst tank to be � elded in WW1, but the � rst to 
give control of the vehicle to just one man.give control of the vehicle to just one man.

FRENCH RENAULT FT17 TANK 
The � rst tank to use a turret, setting the pattern for The � rst tank to use a turret, setting the pattern for 
most future tank designs for decades to come.

AMERICAN SHERMAN
The WW2 Sherman was the � rst tank to be designed to 
be mass-produced and went on to serve with armies all 
over the world, lasting well into the 20th Century.

GERMAN TIGER 1
The � rst of the ‘Heavy Tanks’ with near impenetrable 
armour, which established it as the most feared tank

BRITISH CHALLENGER 
The � rst of the modern British MBTs to use the new high-
tech, British-developed ‘Chobham’ laminated armour and 
still the British Army’s current Main Battle Tank. 

AND MORE!
still the British Army’s current Main Battle Tank. 

AND MORE!

JUST
£1.99
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